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Method of Parametric Identification of Macro Model in 
the Form of Interval Difference Operator Based  

on Data Dividing for Improving Performance of Based 
Algorithm 

Taras Dyvak 

Ternopil National Economic University, Yunosti Str. 9, 46020 Ternopil, Ukraine 

dtaras80@mail.ru 

Abstract. The paper considers the problem of parametric identification of nonlinear difference operator with interval data. 
Proposed and justified algorithm for solving this problem it use part experimental data and validating model with all 
experimental data. 

 
Keywords 
 parametrical identification, differential operator, interval. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
Recently, a particularly actual problem of minimizing contamination layer of the atmosphere harmful emissions 

vehicles. One way of solving, this problem is control pollution vehicles with appropriate compensation as a tool for 
reducing the most pollution and their negative consequences. Emissions from vehicles are the fields of concentrations of 
harmful substances. So to solve this problem, we need to find a universal method to predict the level of placement harmful 
substances fields for specific conditions in space and time. Macromodelling in the form of difference operators is often one 
way for representing the properties of such fields. Differential operator can be used to describe the fields of concentrations 
of harmful emissions vehicles. In the final case, the search parameters difference operator reduces to the solution of 
nonlinear system of algebraic equations. Currently, there are no methods which in a short time calculate system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations of large dimension. 

2 Task of parametric identification of macro model with using method based on 
data dividing 

 The research goal is to develop a method that allows for minimal time to find the parameters for difference operator for 
macromodeling fields of concentrations of harmful emissions in space and time. 
 For example process described by such differential operator: 

,...,0,0,0,,0,,0,0,...,0,0,0,0(,,, ivhvvTfkhjiv =                                                      (1)          

,)1,1,1,1,...,0,0,,1 gkhjivjv


⋅−−−−  
Ni ,...,1= , Nj ,...,1= , Nh ,...,1= , Nk ,...,1=  

where       - nonlinear equation, which set structure of differential operator;               - predicted value of concentration 
harmful emissions on point with some coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time;   - undefined vector  (         ) parameters 

)(•f khjiv ,,,
g
 1×m
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of differential operator. 
 For evaluation vector of parameters  of differential operator we use results of research by concentration of harmful 
substances for set values of coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time. 

khjiekhjivkhjiv ,,,,,,,,,
~ +=  

Ni ,...,1= , Lj ,...,1= ,      Lh ,...,1= , Lk ,...,1=     (2)  
 
where -           measured value of predicted property in point with coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time. On equation 2 we 
set: 

,,,,,,,...,1,,,,1,,,,1 khjikhjiekjiekhiekhje ∆≤====  

                                                  
 

 
By using model (2) and include limited by amplitude error (3), assessment of concentrations of harmful substances, 
obtained on the basis experimental data  acquired  interval representation:   
 

== +− ];[][ ,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhji zzz )]~();~[( ,,,,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhjikhji vv ∆+∆− ,                              (4)                
                                              
  
 Where                       -   guaranteed interval that includes the true unknown value of concentration of matter that is 
unknown vector of parameters  difference operator will evaluate the terms of the  inclusion of expectations in the 
corresponding interval of experimental data. Thus the criterion  for  obtaining estimates of parameters of  difference 
operator  will include the following: 
 

∈khjiv ,,, ];[ ,,,,,,
+−

khjikhji zz
 Ni ,...,1=∀       (5)           

                              
    
 
Then, substituting in expression (5) values            which is given by the difference operator (1) obtain the approval 
conditions of the experimental values of the modeled concentrations         
 

,...,,,...,( 0,0,0,0,,0,00,0,0,0,,, ih
T

khji vvvfz ≤−

 
+

−−−− ≤⋅ khjikhjij zgvv ,,,1,1,1,10,0,,1 ),...,


      (6)                 
,,...,1 Ni = ,,...1 Lj =  ,,...,1 Lh =  ,,...,1 Lk =  

 
 However, in practice the application of difference schemes for building macro models requires  setting   some initial 
conditions of the further application of recursive schemes to obtain predicted values of simulated values. 
 Let the initial conditions on concentration of emissions within a specified interval estimates of concentrations emissions 
in the form       
      

                   ⊆+− ];ˆ[ 0,0,0,00,0,0,0 vv 



];[ 0,0,0,00,0,0,0
+− zz ,…,  

⊆+
−−−−

−
−−−− ];ˆ[ 1,1,1,11,1,1,1 khjikhji vv 



];[ 1,1,1,11,1,1,1
+

−−−−
−

−−−− khjikhji zz
 

 
Then the predicted values for emissions based on the difference operator with the structure (1) yields the 
following expression for  
 

,...,,,...,(];[ 0,0,0,0,,0,00,0,0,0,,,,,, ih
T

khjikhji vvvfvv =+−  ,),..., 1,1,1,10,0,,1 gvv khjij




⋅−−−−  
,,...,1 Ni =  ,,...,1 Lj =  ,,...,1 Lh = Lk ,...,1=  

where 
                                   - given as initial conditions and resulting projected points 
with coordinates                             ,                                    

khjiv ,,,
~

0,,, >∆ khji

],,,;,,,[ +−
khjizkhjiz

khjiv ,,,

1,1,1,...,0,0,,1,...,0,0,0,,0,,0,0,...,0,0,0,0 −−− hjivjvivhvv
1,...,01 −=− Ni 1,...,11 −=− Lj1,...,11 −=− Lh

1,...,11 −=− Lk

,,...,1 Nh = Nk ,...,1= ,,...,1 Nj =

,,...,1 Lj =Nh ,...,1=

,,...,1 Lk =
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macro model based on interval estimation of concentrations of harmful emissions;   - vector of unknown parameters 
evaluations difference operator. 
 Under these conditions, the criterion for obtaining estimates of parameters of difference operator will include the 
following: 
 

⊆= +− ];[][ ,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhji vvv  ][][ ,,,,,,,,,
+−= khjikhjikhji zzz

, 
,,...,0 Ni =∀ ,,...,0 Lh = Lk ,...,0=  

 
As for the interval predicted characteristics             differential  operator equation (6) should be carried out 

calculations by the rules of interval arithmetic [6], this operator is called interval difference operator. 
Substituting interval estimation given as  
Initial conditions and  calculated  equation (7) in condition (8), we get the interval system of nonlinear algebraic equations. 
 

           















⋅−−−−=−−−−

+≤⋅−−−−≤−

⊆

g])2k2,h2,j2,iv[],...,j,0,01,v[],...,i,0,0,0v[],h,00,0,v[],...,0,0,0,0v([Tf]1k1,h1,j1,iv[

,ji,zg])1k1,h1,j1,iv[],...,j,0,01,v[],..,i,0,0,0v[],h,00,0,v[],...,0,0,0,0v([Tfji,z

],...0,0,0,0[z]0,0,0,0v[















  (9) 

,,...,1 Ni = Lj ,...,1=  
The basis of computing schemes put the three-step procedure:  

1. setting the initial conditions as the initial interval approximations of discrete values predicted characteristics;  
2. setting the current evaluation  parameters vector differential operator randomly;  
3. implementation of the recurrent scheme to obtain interval evaluations of discrete predictable characteristics and 

test "quality" of the current evaluation parameters vector differential operator. This prediction will use part of 
experimental data. Other part of this data will be used for validation previous prediction.   

 
 
3 Conclusion 
 
         Actually the main objective of the study is the optimization method for determine quality of current evaluation 
parameters. It uses algorithms that are based on vector memory [1]. The main problem of existing algorithms [2,3] is that 
they all are based on using all experimental data. So, too much experimental data are hurting performance of these 
algorithms. I proposed new algorithm which are based on data dividing. The main idea of that is using some part of 
experimental data for prediction, and other – for validating quality of current evaluation parameters. As a result of 
investigations it will give best performance for solving tasks of parametrical identification. 
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About Algorithm of Decision-making  
in the Medical Differential Diagnosis 

Nina Kondrashova 
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Sciences of Ukraine, 03680, Kiev, av. Glushkova, 40, Ukraine 
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Abstract.     The combination of methods allows obtaining good results in medicine. In particular, for classifiers 
construction of differential diagnostics diseases which is hard for recognize by the clinical features. This paper gives 
classification results based on GMDH and probabilistic methods for the purpose of their application in medical 
practice. Ideas of Bayes, Borda count and Condorcet's paired comparison method were used to create probabilistic 
classifiers for the formation of decision rules. The block diagram of algorithm for differential diagnosis system based 
on decision tree of GMDH and probabilistic methods classifiers is proposed. 

Keywords 
 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 
The decision making problem occurs in medical tasks, especially with regard to diagnosis, particularly when the 
number of observed symptoms is large enough. Diagnosis on clinical features is intractable problem also because their 
presence is not always associated with the disease [1]. The intersection of the diagnoses in the feature space is a 
peculiarity and also the difficulty of diagnosing. That is, one and the same feature and identical features combination 
can be observed in various diseases. Such a situation occurs in diseases of the blood, associated with its bad 
coagulation. These diseases are called "mild cases of pathology of hemostasis" or "mild forms of coagulopathy and 
thrombocytopathy" [2]. 

Usually probabilistic approach comes from statistical nature of observations. The basis is the assumption of a 
probability measure existence in the space of diagnoses, which is either known or can be estimated. The reason of using 
probabilistic approach is that initial data represent a table of prior features and diagnoses probabilities in different 
sections (age, sex, and diagnosis). Decision has been taken by maximum of criterion based on transformation of these 
frequencies [3]. The classes in the feature space are intersecting, so there it was necessary measure to determine the 
degree of difference, or intersection of classes. 

Relations between the features do not have functional nature, but statistical one. Three well-known methods were 
used to create "physician counsellor" from probabilistic approach. These were:  method based on Borda count (BCM) 
[4], Condorcet‘s paired comparison method (PCM) [5] and method based on Bayes idea (BM) [6]. Diagnostic 
information for decision-making system is obtained based on the results of classifying by these classifiers, as well as the 
GMDH-classifiers [7]. Block diagram is shown below. 

 The most simple to use Borda count method was chosen as the most commonly used method for preparation 
information for decision maker person. This method is based on direct ranking, and uses consistency statistical tests for 
decision-making justification. The frequencies are easily interpreted as the ranks. This method allows the presence of 
intersecting classes in the feature space that takes into account by the calculation indices of rank interconnectedness. In 

Mild cases pathology hemostasis (MCPH), probabilistic 
approach, Borda count, Condorcet‘s paired comparison 
method, Bayes' formula, classification, differential 
diagnostics, GMDH algorithm, decision tree. 

mailto:NKondrashova@RAMBLER.
mailto:NKondrashova@RAMBLER.
mailto:NKondrashova@RAMBLER.
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Borda method, in contrast to the Bayesian method is used "coarse" estimates, because interval values of the frequencies 
are converted to integer values of ranks. In some cases, this allows the doctor, got an answer of the system "I do not 
know" to avoid an incorrect diagnosis for patients. Based on rank coefficients one can answer the questions: should we 
accept the hypothesis H0 about lack of differences? Are experts "coordinated" in their decisions on the diagnosis? It is 
not always possible to answer the question regarding to which the diagnosis there was reached a consensus. This will be 
demonstrated in further examples. 

 

2 Problem Statement 
 

In the space of clinical features (m = 19), four classes (diagnoses) are given: D1 is Willebrand disease (WD), D2 is 
coagulopathy (CP), D3 is disaggregation thrombocytopathy (DT), D4 is combined pathology of hemostasis (CPH). Each 
of the four diagnoses (k=4) was established for patients in a clinical laboratory using expensive reagents. Clinical 
features usually take, the binary values of "yes " (+1) or "no" (-1), but for some patients the third value is added: "no 
conditions for manifestation of this feature "(0).  

Object domain experts identify the following nineteen hemorrhagic symptoms: 1 denotes Juvenile Uterine Bleeding 
(YUB) 2 is dysfunctional uterine bleeding (DUB), 3 is epistaxis (E), 4 is gums bleeding (BG), 5 is tooth extraction 
bleeding (TEB), 6 is intra and postoperative bleeding (IPPB), 7 is post-traumatic hematoma (PTH), 8 is sores surface 
bleeding (SSB), 9 is sores long-term nonhealing  (SLTnH), 10 is post-traumatic hemarthrosis (PTHs) emissions; 11 is 
post-injection hematoma (PIH), 12 is tongue frenulum bleeding (TFB), 13 is gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB), 14 is groin 
hematoma, 15 is teething bleeding; 16 is birth cephalohematoma (BCH), 17 is renal bleeding, 18 is post-partum 
haemorrhage (PPH); 19 is hemorrhagic insult. This study does not discuss the completeness of initial features set. 

Problem definition includes the following. There is a fragment of the initial sample, represented in the Table 1. 
Observable features хi, i= m,1  some diseases (diagnoses) kjDDi ,1, =∈  take integer values from a finite set 

{ }1,0,1, −∈∈ ii xXx . According to data of whole initial sample, Table 2 is constructed. It contains a numbers 

),( ji Dxp  meaning the probabilities (the relative frequencies) of ix  observation feature in the presence of a diagnosis 

jD (calculated as the quotient of two numbers iji nn /, , where jin ,  is the number of patients in whom there was feature 

ix  and was diagnosed jD , in  is the amount of the total sample of patients  of differential diagnosis problem (D={WD, 

CP, DT, CPH}), with symptom ix ).  

Let w: DX →  meant function, which on observation XX s ⊆ , s≤m, ( )ss xxX ,...,1=  takes the value ℜ∈)( sXw . 
The w is called a decision function as using it can determine diagnosis, for example, the following formula: 

( ) DDDXwD is
ki

∈=
=

*

,1

* ,)(maxarg .                                                         (1) 

The problem is that for given sets X, D, and the function ℜ→×DXpXD :  find a decision rule f: DX → , which 
maximizes detection accuracy of diagnoses for the whole sample of learning, as well as on an independent sample.  

The decision rule we will build as a tree of decision rules [9]. As "leaves" of this tree will be probabilistic 
classifiers and obtained by the Group Method for Data Handling.  

As the initial information have a table of initial data and the table of probabilities. In general, classification is 
probabilistic in nature, we can introduce a threshold acceptable probability, and then there will be the variant "not 
classified". The classification precision was calculated as the ratio of nr patients correctly classified to their total number 
n. In this paper, n is the volume of the control sample. 

Let the function f* of decision rules that maximize the classification accuracy: 
 

( ) npfnf r
pFf

)(max
]1,0[,

*
∈∈

= ,                                                                (2) 

 
where F is set of functions that implement the decision rules given set of classifiers (probabilistic and GMDH). Solution 
of the problem is to construct a minimal tree of decision rules satisfying (2).  
Number of features m depends on the studied group of patients and varies from 5 to 13. It is a women's group of 19 to 
49 years with m = 13 (see Table 1). It is necessary to construct an algorithm for prior diagnosis using data from Table 2 
and evaluate the classifier accuracy using data in Table 1. This classifier for each patient recognizes one correct 
diagnosis from four ones.  
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Table 1. Hemorrhagic manifestations presence for female patients aged from 19 to 49 years depending on age and 

Diseases (D) 

№  age D YUB DUB E BG TEB IPPB PTH SSB SLTnH PTHs PIH GIB BCH PPH 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 16 18 

70 38 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 + -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
79 43 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
73 21 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
74 49 WD +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
80 19 WD +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
63 20 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 0 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
42 49 DT -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
13 31 WD +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
68 49 CP +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 0 
57 21 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 
83 28 DT +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
… … … … … … … … … … … … …  … … … 

 
Analysis of the data in Table 1 revealed the presence of intersecting symptoms sets with the same values that 

characterize corresponding diagnoses, as well as "doubles" (№73, №57), i.e. people with equal values of the same set of 
symptoms that differ only in diagnoses name. Quite naturally, that there is no classifier, which can divide "doubles", but 
a classifier can identify somebody of the double. Naturally it determines the patient for which a prior probability of the 
diagnosis will be higher (in this case, the patient is number 73). Patients sets having the same features sets must be 
isolated and additionally investigated (here are a pair of such patients). Since the initial sample was verified, then a 
couple of patients number 73 and number 57 were identified GMDH classifiers. Number 57- a mistake of classification 
was determined by the GMDH classifiers, and then after search in the database of double record, one at number 57 was 
removed from the sample, and the GMDH-classifiers were retrained. 

 

Table 2. Hemorrhagic manifestations occurrence relative frequency for female patients with Mild Pathology 
Hemostasis (MPH) aged from 19 to 49 years. 

Features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 16 18 
WD 1 1 1 0,5 0,82 0,8 0,5 0,63 0,5 0,04 0,04 0 0 0,7 
DT 0,91 0,91 0,84 0,56 0,67 0,68 0,59 0,56 0,37 0 0 0,03 0 0,5 

CP 0,88 0,88 0,71 0,65 0,86 0,75 0,77 0,53 0,29 0,06 0,06 0 0 0,3 

CPH 0,75 0,75 0,5 0,38 0,8 0,83 0,63 0,75 0,5 0,13 0,13 0 0,1 0,7 
 

Note. Author of the conception, problem statement of MCPH differential diagnostics and initial data is Doctor of 
Medical Science Tomilin V.V., "Institute of Hematology and Transfusion," Academy of Medical Sciences of Ukraine. 

 

3 Classification by the method based on the Borda count 
 
A distinctive peculiarity of BCM is that the symptoms are used as experts. They "voted" for particular diagnosis in 
accordance with a measure, received as a result of patient examination in the specialized clinic. This measure is 
presented in Table 2, denoted as p, and is a relative frequency of certain feature presence when a patient is diagnosed. 
Collective coordinated confirmation is used for unambiguous diagnosis identification through p measure is not enough 
due to symptoms sets intersection. 

 Critique of statistical methods application bases in expert systems, in particular, the consistency dogma is not 
actual in this case in respect to actually existing experts division into groups. Because of the fact that hemorrhagic 
symptoms do not psychologically affect each other, they do not inclined to conformism. 
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Relative importance of different diagnoses in the probabilistic approach is determined using Kendall-Smith 
concordance coefficient, χ2 Pearson statistical test.  

In fact, H0 null hypothesis of BCM corresponds to the hypothesis of differences lack from a uniform distribution. 
Uniform distribution in BCM corresponds to the case when experts can not prefer some class to the others, i.e. we can 
not distinguish classes on the result of their voting. Chi-square-Pearson is used when testing this hypothesis, as its input 
data can be obtained in any scale.  

Diagnosis identification is defined by the maximum of preference weight (1), where the weights wℓ  are 
computed on the base of calculations ranks using formulas given in description of these methods [8].  

Disadvantage of above-mentioned method of ranking analysis can sometimes be eliminated by PCM. In this 
method a homogeneity hypothesis is considered instead of the uniform distribution one. Thus, experts opinions 
distributions coincidence between themselves is verified instead of coincidence of all distributions with fixed one 
(uniform). That is naturally interpreted as the consistency of their opinions in respect to a diagnosis. So, we can get rid 
of unnatural uniformity assumption. It is relatively easy to obtain a "physician counsellor" prompt about change in the 
patient’s diagnosis with a change of his (her) state (e.g. when adding a new symptom) by this method, and paired 
comparison results. Diagnosis identification is defined by the maximum of preference weight (1), where the weights wℓ  
are computed on the base of calculations ranks using formulas given in description of these methods [8]. We denote the 
diagnosis decisions function, corresponding to each of the methods by fℓ. The index ℓ is serial number of method: for  
GMDH  ℓ=1, BCM  ℓ=2,  PCM  ℓ=3,  BM ℓ=4.   

 

4 Classification by Condorcet method of paired comparisons 
 

There are patients for whom criterion of χ2 = 0. For example, for patients of 74,75,73,42 in Table 1 BCM can not 
identify the diagnosis. 

 By the paired comparison method is determined the preferred diagnosis. Peculiarity of using PCM is of the 
transition from the probabilities to an integer scale: 1, 2, 3, 4 and calculation of the preferences estimations of each of 
the diagnoses by each expert (feature) according to the value of relative frequencies. Method is described detail in [8]. 
The relative importance of various diagnoses determined by the weights wj,ℓ, the uniqueness of the diagnosis given by 
the formula (2). For the PCM ℓ=3,  1

3
1
3 wf =  , *

3
1
3 DD =  

 If the largest weights coincide 4,1,;,... 1
,

1
,

1
, ∈≠≠=== jijivwww vij 

, then diagnosis is defined by the 
maximum of index, that is calculated as the product of the preferences weight and a prior probability of diagnosis: 

 

)(maxarg ,
4,1

jj
j

pwD


=

+ = , +


D ∈{WD, CP, DT, CPH}                                     (3) 

 
where jp  a prior probability is a patients part having each of the diseases from total patients number belonging to 

the  female age group. Modification of BCM and PCM that take into account a prior probability jp  is denoted as 

BCM+ and PCM+. In the case of BCM classifier f2 =w2, BCM+ pwf 22 =+ . For PCM f3 = w3, for PCM+ +
3f = w3p. 

  If none of the classifiers BCM and PCM did not give a clear answer (conflict diagnosis) or the result of their 
decisions is not consistent, then the diagnosis is determined by taking into account of one more classifier based on the 
Bayesian formula. 

 

5 Classification by Bayesian idea 
 
To construct a decision rule, we use Bayes-Laplace' formula [10]: 
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DXpDp
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)...()(

)|()(

)|()(
)(

),(
)|(                        (4) 

Where si Xx ∈  si ,1=  is set of symptoms of hemorrhagic specific patient, for which the probability of the diagnosis 
is estimated  s≤m .  Data volume is insufficient, therefore take into account the interdependence of features is not 
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possible because not possible to calculate ),...,,...,( 1 wqv xxxxp . Posterior probability of diagnosis is calculated as the 

naive Bayesian classifier, provided of features independence wqv xxxx ,...,,,...,1 , and  the conditional probability 

)|( ji Dxp  is known as  

∑ ∏

∏

=
∈∀

∈∀= k
j

Xx
jij

Xx
jij

sj

si

si

DxpDp

DxpDp

XDp
1 )|()(

)|()(

)|( , 0)( ≠∀ ji Dxp .                           (5) 

Since the denominator is the same for all diagnoses and does not depend of the jD , for the identification of the 
diagnosis    preference when they are compared, it makes sense to evaluate only the numerator of the formula (4). The 
most preferred diagnosis is determined on the assumption that the conditional probabilities are known as 

4,14,1

*
4 maxarg)|()(maxarg

==
==

j
sjj

j
XDpDpD ∏

∈ si
jij pDp

,1
,)( , 0, ≠∀ jip . 

An important aspect is the interpretation of the numbers jip ,  in Table 2. Depending on the meaning  of these numbers, 

the formula (4) can be calculated as taking into account )( jj Dpp = , and without it. If jip ,  is conditional 

probabilities, should be taken into account pj and in formula (5) probability of j-th diagnosis and i-th feature jip ,  is 

substituted in place of )( ji Dxp . If jip , is the joint probability of j-th diagnosis and i-th feature, then in (5) 

),(, jiji Dxpp =  and not need to take into account the )( jDp . Then diagnosis is defined 

as
4,14,1

4 maxarg),(maxarg
==

− ==
j

sj
j

XDpD ∏
∈ si

jij pp
,1

, . 0, ≠∀ jip . 

Modification of the classifier based on Bayes' formula not taking into account the a priori probability of the 
diagnosis of pj is denoted as BM–. For BM classifier f4 = ∏

∈ si
jij pp

,1
, ,  for BM–  −

4f = ∏
∈ si

jip
,1

, , 0, ≠∀ jip . 

 
 

6 The classification results by probabilistic methods and GMDH 
 
The analysis of classifiers the probabilistic approach and based GMDH is proposed. The results of group diagnosis, 
uniting randomly selected patients and patients with unrecognized diagnoses are presented in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Different classifiers results. 

 
 №  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Patient’s №  70 79 73(57) 74 63 83 68 13 80 42 

Probabilistic 
classifiers 

 
 

BCM - + ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? 

BCM+ + + +(-) - - + - - - + 
PCM - - - + - - - ? + - 
PCM+ + - ? + - - - ? + - 
BM - - -(+) + - - - - + - 
BM– - - +(-) + - - - - + + 

GMDH-based classifiers - - - - - + ? + + + 
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Legend: "?" denoted a diagnoses conflict, "-" denoted the wrong decision, "+" denoted the right decision, "??" 
denoted chi-square criterion is equal to zero (coordinated rejection of the classification), «+ (-)»  denoted correct 
diagnosis for the patient number 73, and an incorrect diagnosis for the patient number 57, and vice versa «-(+)». 
 

As a result of testing the classifier in the control sample can be seen that the classification by Borda method in 
80% of a refusal to classification, and only the modified Borda method in this case, via the maximum probability of the 
diagnosis allows, regardless of feature set is always to give an answer “DT”, which is 50% of cases turns true. 

Particular interest are the results of BCM, PCM, and BM classifiers on the data that relate to the set of patients 
unrecognized by the classifiers GMDH-based (patients 70, 74, 73(57), 79 in Tables 1 and 3). It was found that for 
patients number 74 and numbers 73(57) method based on estimates of Borda (BCM, BCM+) can not determine a 
diagnosis, because chi-square is equal to zero (denoted as "??" in Table 3), but the method of paired comparisons for the 
74th patient allows determine the correct diagnosis and BCM+ determines the correct diagnosis for one of the doubles 
(at number 73) and more for two patients (70 and 79) of unrecognized by using GMDH classifier. For patients 70, 73 
(57) and 79 the method of paired comparisons determines the result incorrectly, but method PCM+ for 74 and 70 gives 
the correct diagnosis. If else one classifier will confirm the correct diagnosis, since this decision already is also 
supported by BF classifier, then at voting the majority among different ones for 74th patient avoid the prospect of a 
diagnosis laboratory is possible besides there are majority of the voting of two classifiers and their modifications. 
Similarly for patient 70 also good to have confirmation result of the classification by another classifier, because two 
modifications of methods BCM+ and PCM+ give the correct diagnosis. For the patient, number 79, there is one correct 
solution of the classifier based on the Borda count (consistency BCM, BCM+), and therefore, this error is a removable 
error with help of the laboratory tests after checking the consistency of voting on all four classifiers.  

  Thus, the classifiers of probabilistic approach (BCM, PCM, and BM) can eliminate all four unrecognized 
errors by GMDH-classifier, two of them by majority rule, one as a result of laboratory testing, and one with either an 
additional classifier, or by laboratory testing. 

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of differential diagnosis system based on decision tree of GMDH-classifier 
and probabilistic methods classifiers. Based on the results of testing the classifier on the control sample with such 
decision tree for patients 63, 83, 68, 113 the laboratory testing also should be performed. This scheme illustrates the 
proposal for the implementation of the idea of voting classifiers in case of their conflict (committee of decision rules) 
and is subject further adjustments. 

In general, the set of ten patients, composed of patients with GMDH unrecognized diagnoses and partly selected 
at random patients, probabilistic approaches and GMDH-classifiers have had separately unrecognizable errors: 
probabilistic classifiers had 3 errors, GMDH-classifiers had 4. There was no patient for whom all the classifiers have 
mistaken in concord. 
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All probabilistic classifiers made mistakes for patients: number 63, number 68 and number 113, while the 

GMDH classifier not made mistakes. GMDH classifiers did unrecognizable errors on the data of number 74 and number 
79, where the BM, PCM and BCM+ classifiers pointed to the correct result. 

The different classifications at diagnosis for ten patients control sample were wrong unavoidably in the following 
cases: classification according to paired comparisons method (along with PCM+), Bayesian classifier (with BM–) were 
mistaken 6 times; classifier based on the estimates of Borda (along with BCM+) 5 times and GMDH-classifiers 4 times. 

The method based on Borda count gives the most "conservative" estimations (refused in 80% cases) as compared 
to other methods, BCM and   BCM+ determined correct diagnosis in one case concord.  

Paired comparison method couldn’t choose between diagnoses in two cases. PCM and   PCM+ determine correct 
diagnoses  in two from 10 cases in concord. 

Bayesian classifiers (BM and BM–) hadn’t refuses and determined correct diagnoses in three cases in concord.  
Pretty low rates of this classifier can be explained that the calculations of diagnosis preferences can be done at 
assumption of features independence, in contrary GMDH-classifiers can be built without these assumptions. 

GMDH 
classifiers 

BCM 
classifier 

BM 
classifier 

CPCM 
classifier 

 χ2
=0 

   ? 

w3,i=w3,v 
      ? 
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     ? 
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+ 
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_ 
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      ? 
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Conflict 
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Initial sample 

Laboratory 
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D* 
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Fig. 1. Common algorithm flowchart for making decision in differential diagnostics system. 
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Account of a priori probability of diagnosis p(Dj)  increases the percentage of correct classification for all three 
probabilistic classifiers.  
 

7 Conclusion 
 
 No one classifier should not be used alone for error-free diagnosis of mild cases pathology hemostasis. 

 In the control sample, the highest percentage of correct classification of diagnoses has GMDH classifier (not 
less than 50%), the accuracy of the classifier systems can be increased to 100%, taking into account the 
possibility of eliminating the conflict of its results with ones of the probabilistic approach through laboratory 
testing. 

 All classifiers not made mistakes for either single instance from the 80 patients in concord.  

 Further development of differential diagnostics system based on BCM, PCM, BM and GMDH classifiers could 
be realized in the next ways: 

1. Inclusion of additional characteristics of pathologies, which are diagnosed, in the features set. Developing 
more reliable classifiers based on this new features set. 

2.  Improvement of diagnostic system of decision making. 
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Abstract.     The paper aims to find the best k-values for k-fold based validity in a particular problem related  with 
the forecasting of bond yields for pension funds investment strategy. We shortly describe the GS system and results of 
experiments. 

Keywords 
 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 

The effectiveness of pension funds investment became one of the most important questions of the Russian financial 
institutions. So, the focus on developing a strategy of active portfolio management of RUB bonds is actual direction for 
the research. Efficiency of returns on investments forecasting can be improved by applying the methods that take into 
account hidden information in experimental data. GMDH provides such an opportunity.  

Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) is a family of inductive algorithms for computer-based mathematical 
modeling of multi-parametric datasets that features fully automatic structural and parametric optimization of models. 
GMDH is an original method for solving problems of structural and parametric identification under conditions of 
uncertainty. The method was originated in 1968 by acad. Olexiy Ivaskhnenko  at the Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics 
in Kiev and nowadays his colleagues and students develop it under the supervision of Volodimir Stepashko (Ukraine) 
[1,2] .  GMDH repeatedly proved its effectiveness  including the examples of economic indicators forecasting (inflation 
in USA) 

GMDH selects the model of optimal complexity and such a selection depends on the form of external criterion 
realization.  K-fold cross validation is one of such criteria and this question has already been under consideration [3]. In 
the paper we experimentally study k-fold cross validation with respect to a concrete problem: forecasting of bond yields 
for pension funds investment strategy 

 

2 Source data  
 

2.1 Possibilities of GMDH Shell 
 

Experiments with GMDH were carried out using the GMDH Shell (GS) program – a predictive modeling tool that 
produces mathematical models and predictions. It was developed by Geos company under the leadership of  
Olexiy Koshulko (Ukraine). GS contains a number of modifications of the original GMDH [4] 

There are two learning algorithms available in GS: 

Inductive modeling, GMDH Shell, Rub bonds 
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• Combinatorial GMDH 

• GMDH-type neural networks 

Learning algorithm is a procedure that controls model optimization process. In the modern theory of predictive 
modeling it is well known that the model should provide a trade-off between simplicity and accuracy. GMDH Shell 
matches this goal using learning algorithms of the Group Method of Data Handling 

The experimental models in the research were linear combinations of values at the previous time intervals, taking 
into account the mutual ties, lags, etc. The model optimality is understood as the best form of the model in a given class 
of predictive models. The results of the forecast are the basis for the choice of NPF investment strategies. 

 
2.2 Original source of data 
 

The following input parameters were used to conduct the forecasting model: 

• Values of G-Spreads of 28 ruble bonds of Russian banks with the highest credit risk quality. 

• OFZ yield values  

Input parameters – daily values of 12 months period. The daily average values are calculated on the basis of data 
from MICEX Stock Exchange (MICEX, RTS); the bond yield was calculated in accordance with generally accepted 
methodology of G-bonds. 

G-Spread is a spread between the bond yield and government curve. A government curve used as a G-Curve (daily 
G-Curve data, source: Cbonds.ru), which is generally accepted base curve for a financial market participants. G-Spread 
is extremely important bond parameter for investors, so the prediction of its values is the basis of investment decisions 
making: to buy or sale bond. 

Forecast horizon fixed at 1, 5, and 10 values which corresponds to maximum two-week forecast. 

 

3 Experiments 
 

The experiment was carried out using k-fold cross-validation option. The original sample was randomly partitioned 
into k subsamples. A single subsample was taken as the validation data for testing model, and the other k − 1 
subsamples were used as training data. The cross-validation process was repeated k times with each of the k subsamples 
used exactly once as the validation data. Then the k results from the folds then can produce a single estimation. The 
advantage of this method over repeated random sub-sampling is that all observations are used for both training and 
validation, and each observation is used for validation exactly once. 

The experiment was carried out using root-mean-square error (RMSE) validation criterion, which selects models with 
the lowest RMSE on the testing sample. 

 The experiments were carried out for different values of k (from 2 to 10). The optimal time series forecasting model 
was selected by minimum RMSE Critarion Value. As we can see on Figure 1 forecasting model is optimal for k=3 

 

 

Fig. 1. RMSE Criterion Value for different k. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RMSE
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4 Conclusions 
 
 

The optimal value k=3 was obtained in our experiments. The optimal time series forecasting model for predicting of 
RUB bond yield dynamics was selected. 

Research results can be displayed for the following bond (RusAgroBank, 07): 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. RusAgroBank Bond forecast (k=3). 
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Fig. 3. OFZ yield forecast for RusAgroBank Bond (k=3). 
 

In accordance with the optimal model in 10 forecast periods the RusAgroBank bond G-Spread is expected to expand 
(Figure 2) together with constant OFZ yield with the appropriate duration (Figure 3). It can be identified as a bond price 
reduction in 2 weeks. According to the model the recommendation is to sell the RusAgroBank bond. The same 
reasoning can be applied to each bond used in the model. The investment strategy of NPF can be based on the result of 
the optimal model forecast according to table 1. 

 

Tab.1. Decision making process depending on forecasting model results 

 OFZ yield increase OFZ yield constancy OFZ yield decrease 

G-Spread narrowing Sell OFZ  Buy Bond Buy Bond/ Buy OFZ 

G-Spread constancy Sell OFZ  -  Buy OFZ 

G-Spread expanding  Sell Bond/ Sell OFZ Sell Bond Buy OFZ 
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Abstract. It is proposed a method of branch and bound for solving discrete optimization problem for selecting the 
optimal regression model with using the principle of dichotomy for branching the current set to subsets and selecting a 
subset of solutions for branching process by random procedure. 

Keywords 

 

1 Introduction  

For many problems of assessment, analysis and forecasting in various fields of activity parameters that 
characterize the specific objects of research are discrete in nature. From a mathematical point of view, these tasks are 
discrete and combinatorial optimization. The task of choosing the optimal regression model belongs to this class of 
problems. This class of optimization problems has its own peculiarities and requires mathematical tools to solve them, 
directed to reduce the complexity of algorithmic process for their resolution. At the core of combinatorial methods is the 
examination of variants of solutions of the problem. They are characterized by a certain sequence of sorting variants and 
exclusion rules. These allow how to detect sub-optimal choices without first checking them in the process of solution. 
One of the most effective methods for solving discrete and combinatorial optimization scheme is algorithmic method of 
branch and bound, which was first proposed by Land and Doig [1] in 1960 for general integer linear programming 
problem. 

The general idea of branch and bound method is to design sequential construction and examination of variants 
of the problems solutions, which according the relevant criteria is "promising" for further development and screening of 
variants, which obviously is "unpromising." This computational process continues until the best option of solution for 
the task will be built. 

There are three main algorithmic components of branch and bound method: 

• obtaining the estimation of set at current step of the algorithm; 
• definition of "promising" direction of branching by a criterion of selection; 
• branching procedure - division of current "promising" set on subsets for further calculation. 

The effectiveness of the method for specific classes of problems depends from the specific choice of each of these 
components. 

  

Inductive modelling, branch and bound method,  
the problem of selecting optimal regression model 

mailto:ivanmelnyk@ukr.net
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2 Description of the proposed algorithm 

Let the considered complex system, characterized by m input (independent) variables 1{ , ..., , ..., }i mx x x  and 
one output (dependent) variable y with stochastic character and specified by observation data set of these variables 

{ }1, ...,S n= . 

Let {1,..., }I MX m⊆ =  an arbitrary subset of indices of independent variables (regressors). Regression 
model for this subset of input (independent) variables for the output (dependent) variable is constructed in a linear form 
[2]: 

i i
i I

y a x
∈

=∑ . 

The value of functional of estimation of regression model is calculated as follows: 
2( ) max( ( ) )s s

i is S i I
F I y a J x

∈
∈

= −∑ ,     (1) 

where { }1| iI i x X= ∈ is a subset of indices of independent variables MX,  

1X  selected subset of input variables for forming of regression model, 

( ), ,ia I i I∈  are coefficients of regression model found by least-squares method from set of repressors 
1X . 

It is required to find subset *I , *I MX⊆ , which will be minimized the value of functional (1): 

2( *) min max( ( ) )l l
i il S i I

F I y a J x
∈

∈

= −∑  ,   (2) 

where minimum is calculated for all subsets I of the set MX. 

We solve the general problem as a sequence of m partial tasks.
 
Each k -th ( 1,...,k m= ) partial problem is 

to find the best (suboptimal) solution of the appropriate subset of the entire set of solutions to the problem of choosing 
the optimal regression model as a discrete optimization problem by the method of branch and bound. 

 

A subset of variable numbers of k partial problem is given as follows: 

{ , 1,..., }kI k k m= + , {1,..., }kI MX m⊆ =  

According to k-th partial problem deals with all sets of variables with numbers of this subset
 

1{ , } { , ,..., }k i k k k mX x i I x x x+= ∈ = . 

Lower estimate ( )kR I of objective function (1) for a subset of solutions k-th partial problem denoted [2] as 
calculated real number: 

2

1
( ) ( ( ) ) / ( 1)

k

n
s s

k i k i
s i J

R I y a I x m k
= ∈

= − − +∑ ∑
   (3) 

Consider using the method of branch and bound to find the best solution on the set of solutions of k-th type 

kI . 

We perform partitioning (branching) of the set into two subsets according by the principle of dichotomy (half). 

The first subset of numbers 1 { 1, 2,..., [( ) / 2]}kI k k k m k= + + + −  generates a subset of solutions to 

problems that have solutions with variable type ( , 1,...), ( , 2,...),...( ,[ ] / 2)k k k k k m k+ + −  
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The second subset of numbers
 

2 { [( ) / 2] 1,..., }kI k m k m= + − +  
generates a subset of solutions to 

problems that have solutions with variable type ( ,[ ] / 2 1), ( ,[ ] / 2 2),..., ( , )k m k k m k k m− + − + . 

Denote [( ) / 2]p m k= − . 

Values lower estimate of objective function is calculated similarly to (3), for the first subset 1
kI : 

(1) 1 1 2
1

1
( ) ( ( ( ) ) / ( 1)

k pn
s s

k i k i
l i k

R R I y a I x p
+

= =

= = − +∑ ∑
,    (4) 

where coefficients 1( ),i ka I , 1,...,i k k k p= + +  found by least-squares method for set of repressors 

1{ , ,..., }k k k px x x+ + . 

Similarly for the second subset of solutions 2
kI : 

(1) 2 2 2
2

1 1
( ) ( ( ( ) ) / ( )

n m
s s

k i k i
l i k p

R R I y a I x m k p
= = + +

= = − − −∑ ∑
   (5) 

where coefficients  2( ),i ka I  1,...,i k p m= + +  found by least-squares method for set of repressors

1{ ,..., }k p mx x+ +   

We calculate values of probability that the subset contains an optimal solution for subsets 1
kI  and 2

kI  
respectively.  

For subset 1
kI :  (1) (1) (1) (1)

1 2 1 2/ ( )P R R R= + .  

For subset 2
kI :  (1) (1) (1) (1)

2 1 1 2/ ( )P R R R= + . 

Further according to the obtained distribution we select subset for further branching ( 1
kI  or 2

kI ). We 
calculate values of objective function (1) to this solution, and this value is taken as a record. At each step algorithmic 
process we compare of the values of record values with lower estimate of objective function for all defined in the 
branching subsets of solutions. Those subsets of solutions that have not been subjected to the process of further 
branching and for which values lower estimate is not less (greater) value record are unpromising and not considered for 
further branching still. 

Computational process continues until eventually at some step will not have a situation where all subsets which 
was constructed by branching, have relevant lower bounds of objective function more (not less) given record, or will 
have a subset that has only one solution. In the first case, the procedure ends, the solution already found. In the second 
case, we compare the value of objective function found the solution with a value record. If this value is less than the 
record, then take it to record. 

This algorithmic scheme of the method of branch and bound pursued goal is on each step of complete iteration 
process branching random procedure to find a subset with only one solution to clarify the record value. 

 
 
2.1 The numerical example 

Test sample.
 
To form a numerical example that was used to test the algorithm was applied following approach. Was 

generated randomly a set of 10 values (Table 1) for each input independent of the initial parameters (regressors)
 

1{ , ..., , ..., }i mx x x (m = 8). Values of output (dependent) variable y were calculated as follows: 

3 4 52 0,2y x x x= + +  
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Table 1 Generated input data to find the optimal regression model 

y x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 
1.58985 1 0.2 0.98 3 0.96 3 1 1 

5.09167 2 0.4 1.91 9 0.54 3 2 1 

6.92144 3 0.6 2.92 7 0.31 8 3 1 

7.88833 4 0.8 3.87 2 0.26 6 4 1 

10.4613 5 1. 4.93 4 0.20 5 5 1 

12.4139 6 1.2 5.89 4 0.16 6 6 1 

14.7879 7 1.4 7.07 4 0.14 5 7 1 

16.8142 8 1.6 8.07 4 0.13 7 8 1 

19.4266 9 1.8 9.07 7 0.11 6 9 1 

20.6928 10 2. 9.99 4 0.10 10 10 1 
 

As a result, was found a set of regressors (a subset of the initial parameters), which has the least value of the 
function goals (1), ie the structure of the optimal model. 

The calculated value of the function of goal of k (k = 1,…,m) partial tasks and subsets of the primary indices 
that correspond to these values shows In Table 2. The lowest value of the objective function is corresponded of subset 
of regressors {3, 4, 5} that is optimal model, and in this case, it is the true model. 

Table 2 The results of calculations of structure of the optimal regressive model  
by the method of branch and bound 

k The value of lower estimate on k-th step 
Subset kI  

{1,..., }kI MX m⊆ =  
1 6.4095*10^-30 {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 

2 2.7709*10^-29 {2, 3, 4, 5} 

3 2.3074*10^-30 {3, 4, 5} 

4 0.0209 {4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 

5 0.9819 {5, 6, 7, 8} 

6 0.2002 {6, 7, 8} 

7 0.2288 {7, 8} 

8 32.9952 {8} 
 

1 Conclusion 
 

It is proposed branch and bound method for solving discrete optimization problem for selecting the optimal 
regressive model. It was used the principle of dichotomy for branching the current set of task solutions to subsets. For 
subsets of branching lower estimate of the values of objective function calculated for choosing the optimal model. For 
selecting a subset of solutions for branching process are used by random procedure. 
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Abstract. This article deals with the important practical problems of assessing the efficiency of the filling complex (FC) 
networks. The main attention is paid to pricing system as the one of the most important components of this direction. A 
conceptual design of such system of pricing strategy in the retail segment of light oil-products is proposed. This strategy 
should be framed with a special document of information-recommending nature. Since at the beginning of such complex 
researches the initial information base is principally unknown, conceptually to create this document by inductive 
technology of system information-analytical researches (IT SIAR) is proposed.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The retail sales market of light oil-products in the world is highly dynamic. No exception to this process and 
Ukraine. In Ukraine, on this market there is another process – the frequent change of business owners, especially for 
small local networks (large cities, small regions, etc.). This can ensure, if we analyze the available information on this 
subject for the last 7 – 10 years. Probably, this process is typical for transition economies. 

The dynamism on this market in many ways is characterized, the main of which is the pricing. This is a direct 
consequence of a high level of competition on this market and its very nature, because this is the fast moving costumer 
goods (FMCG) market. Of course, in matters of pricing, as in many other areas of the main role played by large 
operators on this market, which actually is a vertically-integrated structures (VIS). These companies are able to control 
the entire business-process from its own raw materials (raw oil) to the consumer in its own retail chain – filling 
complexes (FC). 

But, of course, on this market conduct their business and the small operators who are forced to adjust to the 
dictates of big companies in matters of pricing provided optimal or even minimally acceptable levels of profitability. 

Prior to the late 2000's, the price of light oil-products in such networks, have changed in one direction or another 
several times per day under the influence of many factors. And, though the last two or three years have seen a departure 
from free market principles of pricing on the light oil-products domestic market, the question remains very relevant. 
Moreover, under low levels of profitability in this business segment, the actuality of an adequate response to the pricing 
system for local networks will undoubtedly grow. 

The result of the problem solving may be designing a business strategy in the sector of the retail sale of light oil at 
the expense of tactical actions in the operational pricing. The basis of this strategy should be the document information-
recommending plan with the appropriate access level. Obviously, this document should be established, based on the 
system information-analytical researches. Many other segments of the economy heavily influence the retail market of 
light oil-products. Since, at the beginning of such a complex research the initial information base is principally 
unknown, conceptually this document is offered to create by technology of system information-analytical researches (IT 
SIAR), in which the inductive approach is used [1]. 

The purpose of this article is to develop the concept of a procedural document that would contain a system of 
criteria and information content for the operational managing pricing in small local networks of filling complexes. 

inductive technology, filling complex, pricing, 
light oil, criterion 
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2   The Problem 
 

Let the market retail light oil operates a local gas station chain. In the same region there are several networks or 
individual FC, that the impact on the sales level of other operators and ourselves under their influence. In the mutual 
influence of all existing regional operators to affect sales volumes set the other external and internal factors. In 
particular, the density of traffic, pricing, etc. 

It is required to create a document that would contain sufficient information basis and criteria for the regulation of 
pricing on a FC local network. The pricing system must provides the operator to maintain the sales level not lower then 

pV  and profitability at a level not lower then pP . 
 
3   Theoretical information 
 

The result of solving the pricing regulation problem will be considered a document of information and 
recommending (consulting) nature, which would contain the certain mandatory sections and meaningful content. 

Recall, that the result * *( )bR I in inductive technology of system information-analytical researches is a specific 
document * *{ ( )}bD R I ,which reflected the results of system subjective analysis of a complex object (process, 
phenomenon or problem at all), based on constructed during study optimal information basis *

bI , conform with the 
requirements, has the information-consulting nature, endowed with a certain official status, and access level [2].  

* *{ ( )}bD R I means ready and prepared according to the requirements document, built on a set of optimal results 
* *{ ( )}bR I that may still be some sketchy character. This alone results * *( )bR I differ from the final document  * *{ ( )}bD R I . 

Here are the basic stages of creating a meaningful document * *{ ( )}bD R I that we have with use the inductive 
technology SIAR. 

 
Stage I. The formation of the upper level expert committee (ECUL) and the construction of initial information 

base 1
bI ; the formation of analytical groups A and B to perform a system-analytical researches and synthesis of optimal 

information basis *
bI , which should generate results * * * *( ) { ( )}b bR I R I∈ . 

 
Stage II. The creation the matrix “target” result: 

 

       
11 1

1

n

ij

m mn

e e
E e

e e

 
  = ( ) =   
 
 



  



,      (1) 

 
where the i-th row, 1,  2,  ... ,m,i =  represents one of the indisputable claims to the "target" (benchmark) of the study 
result agreed with the position of the expert committee, and the j-th column, 1,  2,  ...,  nj = , represents the possible 
grade ratings of i-th element. String, in our case, is one of the necessary of the document sections and line items 
meaning formalized peer reviews (requirements) to its units listed, are also proposed and agreed upon by experts. The 
elements ije( ) of matrix 0 0( ( ))bE R I formalized by a specific algorithm based on initial findings of the upper level 
experts. For example, it may be a median on the set of peer tolerances (opinions) on this item ije( ) . 

It is important to note, that the matrix 0 0( ( ))bE R I  concerns only to forms of future result and to the importance of 
reflection in it the most important positions as well as their parts. Moreover, unlike the well-known information-
analytical techniques such as, for example [3], Delphi method [4], etc., the fundamental point is that the members 
ECUL who agreed with generalized estimated tolerances ije( ) of matrix 0 0( ( ))bE R I , cannot change their conclusions 
on the future result shape for the whole analytical project. That is ije( ) are the constant estimates. The semantic 
component of all these positions is performed by analytical groups and tested by ECUL at each step the next phase III. 

Stage III. The realization of information-analytical project by the following iterative procedure. 
Step 1. The results 1 ( , )( ) A B

k bR I  by analytical groups A and B are synthesized; those results include only the initial 
information basis 1

bI  and for each such result, the experts exhibit estimates in the matrix, formalized by the same 
principle as for the matrix 0 0( ( ))bE R I . 
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.       (2) 

 
That is, the matrix AW  displays the formal k-th result of ( )s

k bR I achieved by the analytical group A on s-step research 
( 1,...,s S= ) and, respectively BW  reflects the formal k-th result of ( )s

k bR I achieved by the analytical group B at the 
same s-step of research. 

Each synthesized result by system corelevancy criteria [5] is evaluated as: 
 

       2

1 1
( ) A B

m n

corel ij W W
i j

CR δ
= =

 = ∑∑       (3) 

and by system relevancy criteria as: 
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where 2
ijδ  are the matrix elements 
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       (5) 

 
and equal to the squared differences of the same elements in the matched matrices ( )( ( ))s A B

k bW R I ∧ and 0 0( ( ))bE R I as well 
as matrices ( ( ))s A

k bW R I and ( ( ))s B
k bW R I respectively. Each listed matrix has dimension of n m× . Sign * indicates 

which pairs of matrices, and therefore which criteria is applied to object 2
ijδ  (of relevancy or corelevancy). 

Thus, the above criteria require the minimal differences both between the two groups achieved results, and 
between these results and reference (formalized “target”) result.  

In addition to these criteria for the evaluation and to good management of general course of the analytical project 
the third criterion of information bases balance [5] is used. This criterion is responsible for monitoring informative 
component in inductive technology SIAR. It is designed for selection at each step of this inductive procedure only in 
form and content the such information bsI +  for which requests would matched for both analytical groups to deliberate 
approximation of the current information base to optimum *

bI . The ambiguity in queries are not allowed. The criterion of 
information bases balance is as: 

• for one step of research:  

       
1
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and where K is the number of valid questions in requests on research s-step, and thus on s-step the project moderator 
could supplies the both analytical groups with the unit ("portion") of additional information s

bI + for minimizing the 
criterion:  

    arg min { , }
s
b b

s sA sB
b inf b b

I
I CR I I+

∈ℑ
=    ,      (7) 

 
where bJ is the set of all requests for information from both groups on step of s; 
• for the whole analytical cycle of the project: 

   
1 1

(  min )
S K

sk
s k

inf bCR I δ
= =

= →∑∑ .      (8) 

 
Further, the information monitoring system begins to operate. An additional target portion of the monitoring 

information formed by the Information Support Group (ISG – see Fig. 1). This target of information portion should 
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complement the already existing ensemble, in order to improve results, bringing them to reference result. In Fig. 1 the 
information-logical structure of inductive technology of system information-analytical researches of complex systems is 
provided. 

Step 2, ..., S. The analytical results , 1, 2,...,( )s
k b kR KI  = , 1,...,s S= , based on the results of previous steps and 

targeted information are synthesized. Once synthesized each outcome is assessed using the both criteria, i.e. of  
corelevancy (3) and relevancy (4) criteria.  

At each step the criterion (7) too used, with the accumulation of (8).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The information-logical structure of inductive technology 
of system information-analytical researches of complex systems 
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Minimum value of criteria (3) - (4) indicate the stop of inductive procedure of optimal result synthesis * *( )bR I  (or 
a limited set of such results).  

The last step of the IT SIAR-procedure is a step in which: 
1) the result that is the best for the criteria (3) - (4) and satisfying the customer is obtained; 
2) the result that can still be improved, but it had already satisfied the customer is obtained; 
3) the  resources of research' project (time and/or money, for example) are exhausted. 

 
Stage IV. Forming the optimal results as well as consulting document * *{ ( )}bD R I . At this stage the two analytical 

groups A and B under the control of the project moderator already are activated for creating the final document.  
Stage V. Transfer of the final unique result, framed in document * *{ ( )}bD R I , to the customer. 
 
Obviously, the described technology to achieve optimal results requires no great needs of complex, lengthy and 

costly so called “field experiments”. Although in general such investigations would be useful, and it is not disputed.  
 
4    The concept of an analytical study with IT SIAR on development  

the consulting document of FC-network Pricing System 
 

The conception of a document that would regulate the pricing system in FC-network, we would illustrate by 
example on the real local FC-network that operated in Ukraine until mid-2000's. This period was characterized by real 
competition on the retail market of light oil-products, without the monopoly dictates of VIS and of the State. This 
situation is real today, and probably will remain so in future, for most countries with a real market economy.  

Thus, the problem being considered here is very important and will become even more important in of natural 
resources depletion against a background of unprecedented growth in the consumers number in the world.  
 
4.1  Conceptual process of information-analytical research on FC Pricing 
 

An example described below has in some extent a model character, but based on the results of real pricing projects 
in networks of FC. Numerical results are also simulated, but on the real databases such that most reflect the real picture 
of the retail market of light oil-products, the operation the local FC network on the market in a competitive 
environment. The example also shows the possible implementation the system information-analytical research based on 
inductive technology as a technological map of such research to the real network of stations. 

Stage  I. 
1. Formation of ECUL. 
2. Formation of groups A and B. 
3. Determination of the steps number S, based on the time specified by the customer. 
4. Formation the 1

bI  
The initial information basis 1

bI for the further implementation in the information-analytical research was (partly 
taken from [6]): 

 
Table 1. The initial information basis for system-analytical study of FC-pricing  

 
Number  
of index 

The index 

1 Design capacity of facility 
2 Planned average profitability of stations 
3 Actual profitability of station for the last 10 weeks (daily) 
4 Data from daily sales for the last 10 weeks 
5 The number of transactions per day for the last 10 weeks 
6 Fuel prices in the last 10 weeks (daily) 
7 Dislocation of FC 
8 Pricing policy of the nearest significant competitors 

 
Stage II. Formation of 0 0( ( ))bE R I . Matrix elements ije of the target results could be computed by one of the many 

ways. The unique value ije  is assumed as the median eM of a ranged numerical set of the top level experts conclusions. 
According to preliminary adjustment and using a 10-point scale [0, 9], experts for the future document proposed the 
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findings, which provide the such formalized matrix 0 0( ( ))bE R I of the target outcome (here the most significant part of 
such matrix is presented): 

 
 
 
 
                         
 
 
 
 
The first column of this matrix contains the estimates reflected the importance of a section of the final document. 

A real matrix is quite voluminous. We select only the five the most important parts of the final document, namely (in 
line-sections): 
1-st  – general representation of the object; 
2-nd – current techno-economic analysis of optimal functioning and a marketing plan of network; 
3-rd – system criterion of effective pricing and forecasting of the operator market share; 
4-th – monitoring and control systems; 
5-th – applications (charts, tables, numerical information, etc.). 

The next positions from second to fifth columns designated for those units that are consistent estimates for ECUL 
and have the greatest value in solving problems. For example, for the 3-rd row as one of the most important (highest 
score is 9), elements can have the following interpretations: 
   

32e - the principle of design the system criterion pricing; 

33e - components of the system criterion pricing; 

34e  - the necessary information base for quick calculation of system criterion pricing; 

35e  - procedure for calculation of system criterion and installation the current prices for particular stations. 
Stage III. The implementation of information-analytical project by the above procedure. 
Step 1. On the first step, s = 1, (given simulated) the follow results have been obtained: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                       
 
 
and 
                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Typical requests of analytical groups for additional information 
 

 Group A  Group B 
Number of 
question 

Content of information Number of 
question 

Content of information 

1* Description of traffic (highway 
intersection, etc.) 

1* Description of traffic (highway 
intersection, etc.) 

2* Description of target consumer 2* Description of target consumer 
3* The competitive environment 3* The competitive environment 
4* Visibility 4* Visibility 

    
0 0( ( ))bE R I  =              

7 7 8 7 8 

7 6 7 9 9 

9 8 9 9 9 

9 8 8 8 9 

7 7 7 7 7 

 

      

                                                                                                     

     ( ( ))s A
k bW R I = 

5 5 6 6 0 

      

 ;     ( ( ))s B
k bW R I = 

4 5 3 6 0 

6 5 5 5 2 5 5 3 6 6 

4 3 4 3 2 4 7 4 4 3 

4 4 4 3 0 3 4 3 4 3 

2 3 3 1 0 3 2 2 1 0 

 

   

    2 ( )rel A∆  = 

4 4 4 1 64 

      

 ;         2 ( )rel B∆ = 

9 4 25 1 64 

1 1 4 16 49 4 1 16 9 9 

25 25 25 36 49 25 1 25 25 36 

25 16 16 25 81 36 16 25 16 36 

25 16 16 36 49 16 25 25 36 49 
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5 Power of traffic 5 The level of additional services 
6 Speed of traffic 6 A general view 
7 Comfort of arrivals / departures 7 Logistics of resource support 
8 Scheme of cars movement on FC 8 The interference level in the own network 

  
According to the criterion (6) - (7), the Information Support Group must provide the details of the 4 first issues 

(they are grouped together and marked with an asterisk). 
The criteria values: 23,1084relCR  (Α) = ;  23,1084relCR  (Β) = ;  8,0623corelCR  = ;  ( ) 0,5000.inf bCR I =  

Similarly, the second step of inductive procedure has been performed. 
After the third step of IT SIAD (s = 3), the results can be presented similarly to the results of the first step. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 In Fig. 1.2 – 1.3 the graphs of values change of the criteria relCR , corelCR  and ( )inf bCR I respectively during the 
execution of inductive procedures SIAR are presented. 
 
 
 

  

Fig. 2. Changing the values of relCR and of corelCR  
criteria during the execution of IT SIAR 

Fig. 3. Changing the values of ( )inf bCR I  criteria  
during the execution of IT SIAR 

 
 
4.2 System criterion of the optimal pricing and its components 
  
 After third step of the analytical project the best information base *

bI  has been created. In addition to the original 
set (Table 1), the set such new indexes revealed during the investigated in the Table 3 is presented. 
 

   

     ( ( ))s A
k bW R I = 

7 7 7 7 7 

      

 ;     ( ( ))s B
k bW R I = 

7 7 8 6 7 

7 6 6 8 9 7 6 7 9 8 

9 8 8 9 9 9 7 9 8 9 

9 8 8 7 9 9 8 7 7 9 

6 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 

 

   

    2 ( )rel A∆  = 

0 0 1 0 1 

      

 ;         2 ( )rel B∆ = 

0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Table 3. Additional characteristics of optimal information basis *
bI  revealed during the investigated 

 
Number  
of index 

The index 

1 Description of consumer 
2 The number of settlement 
3 The presence of large enterprises 
4 Solvency of population 
5 Fuel quality 
6 Fuel Suppliers 
7 Logistics of resource support 
8 Power of traffic 
9 Comfort of arrivals / departures 

10 Scheme of cars movement on FC 
11 The level of advertising support 
12 The level of additional services 
13 Motivational level policy 
14 Operating costs 
15 Експлуатаційні затрати 
16 Perspective of an object 

 
 This set is enough to solve the problem and to developing  a system criterion for quick determination of optimum 
prices for a certain type of fuel. Subject of processing was of sales real data (daily) of gasoline "A-95 Euro" for 10 
weeks. 
 The system criteria proposed by analysts consists of 4 components – sub-criteria that have the following 
interpretation. 
 Criterion 1J  is the ratio of the clients number that refueled his car per time not less than 20 liters the number of all 
customers who refueled their cars for a certain period of time (day), that is 1 20 /J N NΣ= . This criterion reflects the 
level of customer loyalty to the FC network. Experimental studies conducted on the sales data basis of the relatively 
small local networks (15 fuel stations) of JSC "ATRAX", which is now as the part of a corporation Lukoil global 
network (analyzed daily sales statistics), within two months, showed that statistically optimal in terms of planning the 
company's profitability threshold for this criterion should be no less than 1 0,7J ≥ . 
 Criterion 2J is the ratio of customers number who have cars with a price sign expensive (over $ 30,000) and 
average (20,000 - 29,000 $) to all client’s vehicles refueled their cars. We write it as 2 $ /J N NΣ= . Criterion J2 - 
already reflects qualitative composition of loyal clientele. The same study showed that the minimum threshold value of 
this criterion should be no lower than 2 0,35J ≥ . 
 It is important to note, that if the criteria 1J and 2J fall, it means that the price of goods is too high and the 
company loses some of its main clients contingent on a background of good indicators of other important factors, such 
as quality service, quality fuel, etc. 
 Criterion 3J  is the ratio of average prices of similar products by major competitors to the current price of filling 
stations at a distance of 2 km in the direction of direct traffic. Criterion 3J , write it as 3 /k ÀÇÊJ C C= , is the economic 
component of the system criterion, which is directly related to sales profitability and of the company sales volumes as 
well. The threshold value of this criterion should find based on econometric modeling, based on interconnection of 
indicators such as profitability, sales volumes, etc. But research on the same above data showed that this threshold 
should be not lower than 3 0,90J ≥ . 
 Criterion 4J  is the ratio of current market share of the company to its optimum particle in a given segment on the 
local market. This criterion is calculated using the objective statistical data (actual sales volumes fV ) and estimates of 
the optimal current market share of %V , i.e. 4  /fJ V V%= . The acceptable threshold of difference should not exceed 5% 
that is the criterion value should not fall below the mark of 4 0,95J ≥ . 
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 In the analysis, we could involve some several important, from either side, performances of petroleum products 
sales. For example, the such criterion as the ratio of actual average service time of one customer (about 20 liters per 
client) to the technological time customer service, etc. However, they will have to carry auxiliary character. 
 The system criterion of optimal pricing. The system criterion of optimal pricing policies in the simplest case, and 
at acceptable sensitivity for a given period of t workstation, can be written as: 
 

      2

1
( ) exp ( )

n

sys i
i

J t J t
=

  =  
  

∑  .     (9) 

 
 For versions that are more accurate this criterion should be estimated through econometric modeling based on 
statistical data of sales monitoring, surveys, peer reviews, etc. The exit (marginal deviations) of any criteria below 
permissible limits, has become a serious signal for operating an analytical study of the situation, and operational 
decision-making of appropriate pricing policy. 
 In Table 4 the averaged data at 10 weeks of actual implementations of gasoline "A-95 Euro" on one of the above 
network station, which reflects actual sales, are presented. It also shows the relative profitability and value of system 
criterion sysJ  in at received levels of sales. 
 

Table 4. Summary of actual sales, of profitability and value for a particular FC 
 

Index Mon Tue Wed Tsu Fri Sut Sun 

Sales, factV  3930,00 4050,00 4810,00 4430,00 7210,00 4190,00 3310,00 
Profit 0,98 1,01 1,17 1,18 1,45 1,05 0,95 

Value of sysJ  7,88 7,76 8,02 7,50 9,08 7,32 6,85 
 
 The fig. 4 illustrates the listed in Table 4 data. Submitted illustrations clearly demonstrate the correctness of the 
results performed by inductive SIAR-technology. Analysis of outcomes from all three steps of the study also 
demonstrates the high efficiency of the applied technology.  
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4. The illustration of interconnection of sales volumes, profitability and system optimal price at the gas station 
 
 The presented in Fig. 5 curves show the impact of each sub-criteria on the system pricing criterion and on the 
market operator profitability as well. 
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Fig. 5. The relationship of system criterion and its 4 components to profitability of market operator 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

It is known, that the retail sales market of light oil-products in the world is highly dynamic. The paper considers an 
important practical problem of evaluating the effectiveness of functioning petrol complex local network. The main 
attention is paid to one of the most important components of this trend – pricing system. Designing a strategy for the 
pricing system in the retail segment of light oil is the subject of a complex system-analytic study. This strategy should 
be framed with a special document information-consulting nature. Obviously, at the beginning of the such complex 
study, the initial information base is essentially unknown. Conceptually, to solving problem, the inductive technology of 
system information-analytical researches is proposed. 

The article included a brief theoretical information concerning SIAR-technology performed by an inductive 
approach to modeling complex systems. An example of such research to create a document that would regulate pricing 
for the local network stations have been described. This example shows the effectiveness of this approach. The example 
also shows the possibility of implementation the system information-analytical research based on inductive technology 
as a technological map of the same researches to the real network of fuel stations. Thus, this methodology could be 
recommended to operators of this market. 
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Abstract. Paper investigates performance of generalized relaxation iterative algorithm (GRIA) of GMDH via 
numerical experiments. Performance of GRIA coordinates with its theoretical estimations of computational complexity. 
GRIA performance is several orders of magnitude higher than its prototype depending on initial matrix dimensionality 
as shown with the use of numerical experiments. That makes it applicable for solving real-world problems that are 
described by huge data dimensionality. 
 

Keywords 
 

 

1 Introduction 

Modeling is a basic instrument for increasing of decision-making effectiveness. Forecasting, approximating and 
classifying models as a rule are built basing on experimental data set. Effective method for building such models, under 
conditions of uncertainty of object structure and noise statistical characteristics, is group method of data handling 
(GMDH) [1, 2]. So far this method has been used for solving modeling problems with small sample size (up to 3000 
records and 1000 inputs) but nowadays we find in increasing frequency modeling problems that are described by 
matrices comprising hundreds of thousands of records. Generalized relaxation iterative algorithm (GRIA) [3, 4] was 
suggested for such problems solving. It was developed on a base of multilayered algorithm with generalized 
orthogonalized factors (MAGOF) [5]. This paper devoted to numerical investigations of GRIA performance. 

2 Problem statement 

A model is ),( fXf Θ


 vector-function (further function) of X matrix argument, where fΘ


 is an estimation of Θf 
unknown parameters vector. Column-vectors of X matrix are named as model arguments and elements of Θf vector – 
model parameters. Model structure is ),( fXf Θ  function that is given accurate within Θf parameters. Models structures 
class is a Kkk k ,1)},({ =Θ=Ψ fXf  set. Let us state GMDH problem statement. 

Let us given a )( yXW =  matrix of xi, mi ,1=  input variables measurements, mnW ×=Xdim  and y output 
variable measurements, 1dim ×= Wny . Modeled object output y  is measured with additional ξ noncorrelated noise: 

ξ+= yy  . Distribution function of ξ and its parameters are unknown. Models structures class Ψ is also given and is 
described by all possible polynomials in a form of: 
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and solving a discrete optimization task of best model selection: 
|),(|minarg),( ,,

**
, f

f
ff XfyXfy ABBABB Θ−=Θ=

Ψ∈



  

using regularity criterion, where |v| denotes calculation of v vector length, 1dim , ×=Θ ff sA


. In order to calculate 
regularity criterion initial W matrix is divided into two matrices: WA and WB.  









=








=

BB

AA

B

A
yX
yX

W
W

W , mnAA ×=Wdim , mnBB ×=Wdim . 

Matrix WA is called a training matrix and WB – a validation matrix. 

3 Problem solution 

Computational complexity of algorithms for model-competitor parameters estimation and calculation of 
|),(| ,ff Xfy AAARSS Θ−=



 residual sum of squares criterion, and |),(| ,, ff Xy ABBB fAR Θ−=


 regularity criterion 
in GRIA do not depend on nW records number. Recurrent algorithms for model-competitor parameters estimation and 
calculation of selection criteria of RSSf and ARB,f allow increasing GRIA speed by an order due to linear computational 
complexity of model-competitor building algorithm instead of quadratic one in well-known iterative algorithms [3]. 

To achieve the model-competitor building algorithm (stage) independence from records number in GRIA, model 
building process is divided into to stages: 1) A

T
A WW , B

T
B WW  matrices calculation stage; 2) iteration stage, where the 

model-competitor building process is carried out using only elements of matrices calculated on the first stage. If the first 
stage depends on nW parameter, the second one, where solution-competitors generation and selection of the best one are 
realized, do not depend on records number. The idea about this division is not a new one. It was suggested in 
combinatorial algorithms [2]. But it has been successfully utilized in the class of relaxation iterative algorithms of 
GMDH for the first time [3]. 

This “break-through” became possible due to full usage of RAM of present-day computers. In fact, in the beginning 
when in 1968 A.G. Ivakhnenko suggested the first multilayered iterative algorithm, GMDH positioned as a method for 
solving modeling problems with small samples and capable to build complex enough models. Personal computers at 
that time (70-80-th years) had rather limited size of RAM thus a principle for algorithm construction was: less memory, 
more computing. Later on interest to iterative GMDH algorithms enhancement had been lost because of some reasons. 
Thus known implementations of iterative algorithms do not in full use RAM of up-to-date computers, so that larger part 
of RAM remains free. While developing algorithms in [3] authors proceeded from an opposite principle: more memory, 
less computation. Developed algorithms completely use modern computers RAM, make possible solving modeling 
problems with high dimensionality, and in several orders increase speed of known relaxation iterative GMDH 
algorithm, depending on input matrix dimensionality. 

The second important factor of iterative algorithms speed increasing was applying of recurrent computations. Linear 
computational complexity of recurrent models-competitors building algorithms [3] is granted owing to only vectors and 
scalars handling. This complexity is not less then quadratic one, depending on parameters quantity, in well-known 
combinatorial algorithms that use recurrent computations also [2, 6].  

Computational complexity (number of elementary operations of multiplying and divisions) of model-competitor 
calculation on r-th iteration of GRIA is illustrated in table 1. The regularity criterion was chosen as a selection criterion 
when performed calculations of the formulae in table 1. 

Table 1. Developed algorithms computational complexity 

 
Nonrecurrent algorithm r2 + 6r + 14 

Recurrent algorithm 
Modification 1 4r + 33 
Modification 2 3r + 29 

 

There are two generators of model structures that are nonlinear by arguments in GRIA architecture: one realizes a 
directed search on each iteration, another – exhaustive search on every iteration (layer). Let us denote a variation of 
GRIA that uses models structure generator realizing directed search as RIA DS. This GRIA variation is analogous to 
MAGOF in case of linear models building. 

The paper describes two experiments: 1) conformity verification of algorithm implementation running time and its 
theoretical formulae of computational complexity of model-competitor calculation on iteration (see table 1); 2) 
performance comparison of RIA DS and its prototype – MAGOF. 
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4 The methodology of experiments 
Conformity verification of algorithm implementation and theoretical formulae 

It is important to ensure that algorithm implementation corresponds with its theoretical formula of computational 
complexity before applying it to real-world problem solution. Methodology of numerical experiment to verify this 
consist of such steps: 

1) set a model: ∑
=

=
s

i
ii xy

1
θ ;  

2) generate X matrix of хi, mi ,1=  input vectors; 
3) calculate y output vector using X matrix generated and the model set; 
4) set algorithm parameters: R is a maximal algorithm iterations number, F choice freedom, nA training sample 

length and nB validation sample length. 
5) set created W matrix as an input of algorithm of GMDH; 
6) run an algorithm of GMDH and measure time taken to calculate model-competitor on each iteration. 

Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF 

The aim of experiment is to find out how much faster is RIA DS compared to MAGOF in case of linear models 
building. In order to do this both of the algorithms in experiment should use the same Wi input matrices of various 
dimensionality: WiW Nn ∈ , Mm∈ . Methodology of this experiment is analogous to previous except of last step where 
should be measured the running time of the GMDH algorithm as a whole and time of its model-competitors building 
stage. 

5 Results 
Conformity verification of algorithm implementation and theoretical formulae 

Parameters of an input matrix generation algorithm were: nB = 77, nA = 133, s = 30, m = 500. Models structures 
generator realizing exhaustive search on each iteration has been chosen in GRIA; denote this variation of GRIA as 
GRIA ES. Parameters of GRIA ES were: F = 50000, R = 30. Investigation has been carried out using Core i3 M 350 
2.27Hz processor and 3 Gb of RAM. Results are presented on the figures 1 and 2.  

 
 

Fig. 1. Nonrecurrent algorithm conformity 
verification. 

Fig. 2. Recurrent algorithms conformity verification. 

As one can see, graphics characters for theoretical formulae and experimental measurements are coincide, i.e. 
calculation time (computation complexity) depends: nonlinearly (quadratically) on iteration number – which is 
arguments number in model-competitor in our case – in nonrecurrent algorithm (fig. 1); linearly on iteration number in 
recurrent algorithms (fig. 2). 

Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF 

The second modification of recurrent model-competitors building algorithm has been chosen in GRIA in this 
experiment. Dimensionalities of the W initial matrix were: NW = {10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 103, 2500, 5⋅103, 104, 
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25⋅103, 50⋅103, 105, 25⋅104, 5⋅106}, M = {102, 103, 104}; arguments number in given model equaled to s = 0.05m; 
maximal iterations umber was R = 3s. The last relation was obtained experimentally [7]: iterations number that is 
necessary for algorithm convergence to a given model equals to treble amount of the model arguments if the arguments 
are uncorrelated or weakly correlated. Results are illustrated on the figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Performance comparison of RIA DS and MAGOF: RIA DS–  – running time of model-competitors building 

stage of RIA DS. 

As the figure 3 indicates RIA DS is faster then MAGOF in: 
− hundred times when arguments number m = 102; 
− thousand times when m = 103; 
− several orders when m = 104. In this case RIA DS running time stays almost constant so long as time to 

calculate A
T
A WW , B

T
B WW  matrices is several orders of magnitude less than time it takes to perform model-

competitors building stage. Built best models both of the algorithms were the same, the difference was only in the 
algorithms running time. 

The RIA DS model-competitors building stage do not depend on records number as shown on the figure 3. 

6 Conclusion 
From numerical experiments carried out can be concluded that GRIA speed: 

− coordinates with its computational complexity theoretical estimations; 
− is several orders higher then well-known prototype speed, and makes it applicable for solving real-world 

problems that are described by input matrices having hundreds of thousands records and thousand inputs. 
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Abstract. An approach to a stable transformation of the output of a linear system into the output of a linear system with 
some particular basis is proposed. To provide stability, we use two approached to regularization: one is based on 
random projections and the other is based on truncated singular value decomposition. 

Keywords 
 

 

1 Introduction 
 
Consider a linear system A, the output vector b is formed by a linear transformation of the input vector (input) х and 
adding noise as Ax + ε=b. For example, it can be a measuring system, where a discrete signal x of measurement object 
is unknown, b is the observed output, the matrix A describes the interaction of the signal with the environment and/or 
properties of the measuring equipment (detector, converter, etc.). The columns of A can be regarded as discrete samples 
of the system basis functions.  

The set of basis functions A reflect specific properties of the measuring system, so it can not be arbitrary. 
Accordingly, the observed output b, which is determined by the basis functions of A, may not meet user requirements, 
or may be incompatible with the methods of further processing. On the other hand, if a set of basis functions C is 
known, which would give an output with the desired properties, one can pose the problem of finding the transformation 
of the observed output b to the output of the system С with the basis C.  

We look for the transformation of the output as a linear transformation. For the case when the noise vector is known 
and its covariance matrix and the matrix of basis functions A weighted by the noise covariance matrix are full rank 
matrices, in [1] it is proposed to obtain the desired transformation using the inverse of A. However, if А has a high 
condition number and the series of its singular values gradually decreases to zero, the solution (i.e. the result of the 
transformation to the output of С) obtained using the inverse matrix is unstable. The instability is manifested in the fact 
that small changes in b correspond to large changes in solution and the solution error is big. 

Matrices of basis functions with those properties are often used in practice when solving signal processing problems 
in geophysical prospecting (electric, magnetic, seismic, gravimetric), spectrometry (e.g., gamma-ray spectrometry), 
medical diagnostics (visualization, imaging), etc. To obtain a stable solution in those cases, regularization is required 
[2]. In this paper we propose an approach to a stable solution of the transformation output based on using random 
projections and truncated singular value decomposition [3-5]. Both methods have a simple neural network 
implementation.  

 

2 The problem of output transformation 
 
Let the signal b be obtained from the output of the linear system А that performs transformation  

transformation of a linear system output, ill-posed inverse problem, inverse problem, random projection. 
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Ax + ε = b, (1) 

where A∈ ℜm×n, x∈ℜn, b ∈ℜm, and 

Ax = b0. (2) 

Denote as d0 the output of linear system С carrying out the transformation 

Cx = d0. (3) 

To obtain the solution, i.e. the estimation of the output of С by b, first let us obtain an estimate х' of input х by 
solving the inverse problem:  

х' = P b, (4) 

where P is the operator (matrix) which transforms the output b into х'.   

Then, let us obtain an estimate of the output of C: 

d'= C х' = C P b = Tb. (5) 

Thus, the operator CP transforms b into d'. The transformation matrix T=CP is called the reduction matrix in [1].  

The specific form of P depends on the properties of the matrix А. If the series of eigenvalues of А decreases 
monotonically and the condition number is large, the problem belongs to the class of discrete ill-posed problems [6]. 
The approximate solution of discrete ill-posed problems as the least-squares problems using numerical methods of 
linear algebra such as the LU, Cholesky, QR expansions, are unstable. This means that small perturbations in the input 
data lead to large perturbations in the solution.  

 

3 The transformation of the output vector using random projections 
 
We propose an approach to a stable solution of the output transformation problem based on the ideas of neural 
distributed information representations, random projections and randomized algorithms [3-5]. 

At first we obtain an estimate of the input signal х' using our 
approach to a stable solution of discrete ill-posed problem based on 
randomization [4, 7]. Multiply both sides of (1) by the matrix R∈ℜk×n, 
k ≤ n, elements of which are realizations of a random variable with a 
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance. Thus we 
make the transformation (projection) to the new space where the axes 
are random vectors. This operation has a simple neural network 
implementation by a single-layer perceptron with random 
connections, where the connection weights are realizations of a 
random variable (Fig. 1).  

We obtain the expression: 

RAx = Rb, (6) 

where RA ∈ ℜk×n, Rb∈ ℜk. The number of columns n is 
determined by the dimension of the matrix A, the number of rows k is 

not known a priori. We obtain the solution of the least squares problem (6) using the pseudoinverse matrix (RA)+: 

х' = (RA)+ Rb. (7) 

Using (7), the estimation of the output d' of the system С is done as follows: 

d' = C х' = C (RA)+ Rb = Tb, (8) 

where T = C (RA)+R. 

In [5], we investigated the dependence of the accuracy of getting the estimate of the true vector x (7) on the number 
k of rows of the random projection matrix. That study has shown that the dependence of error e on k has a minimum at 
k<n when the noise is significant. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of d' with the minimum error one should use a 
random projection matrix with the dimension k close to the optimum. The optimal number k of rows of the random 

 

... 
1 n 

R 

... 
1 k 

... 
 

Fig. 1. Single-layer perceptron with random 
connections. 
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projection matrix is assumed to be the number that provides the minimum to the mean square error of the output 
transformation: 

e = Eε||d'k – d0||2 = Eε||C (RkA)+Rkb – d0||2. (9) 

where Eε is averaging over noise realizations. 

To select the dimension k of the projection matrix at which the solution error is close to the minimal one in the real 
world conditions, i.e. when the exact solution is unknown, we suggest [4] usage of model selection criteria originally 
proposed for selecting Tikhonov regularization parameters, as well as the criteria used to select the best models in the 
field of machine learning, inductive learning, and data analysis (criteria of Mallows, Akaike, etc.). 

 

4 The transformation of the output vector by singular value decomposition  
 
Another approach to the stable solution of the output transformation problem is based on the truncated singular value 
decomposition. A neural network implementation of singular value decomposition is described in [8, 9]. For stable 
regularized solution let us use the following matrix for getting the operator CP (5):  

P = Аk
+ = V diag (φi / σi) UT, at i≤k φi=1, otherwise φi =0. (10) 

Here Аk=USVT is approximation of the matrix А (m×n) obtained by the k (k <n) components of the singular value 
decomposition. U = (u1,…,uk) is the matrix of left singular vectors, V = (v1,…,vk) is the matrix of right singular vectors, 
S = diag(σ1,…,σk) is the matrix of singular values.  

Output estimation of the system C obtained using k components of singular value decomposition A is done as  

d'k = САk
+b = Tkb, (11) 

Tk = САk
+ = С V diag (φi / σi) UT d'k. (12) 

The optimal number of components of singular value decomposition is assumed to be the number that provides the 
minimum to the mean square error of the output transformation: 

e = Eε||d'k – d0||2 = Eε||Tkb – d0||2. (13) 

To select the optimal dimension k of the projection matrix, the model selection criteria are used.  

 

5 Experiments 
 
We investigated experimentally the dependence of the output transformation error on of the number of rows of the 

random projection matrix. The columns of the matrices A and 
C contained m samples of radial basis functions: 

 fn(z)=exp(–g(z–с)2), с=dn+b, (d=5, b=20), z={1,5,10,…,100}, 
n is the number of basis functions. For the original linear 
system g = 0.05. Fig. 2 shows the series of singular values of 
those matrices. 

The components of x in the experiments were as follows: 
x5=1, x6=0.5, x10=1, x11=0.26, x12=0.25, other components of x 
were zero. The vectors b0, d0, were obtained as Ax, Cx, 
respectively. As for the noise, we used random variable with 
the Gaussian distribution and deviations (noise levels) {0.0125, 
0.00625, 0.003125}. For those three noise levels, Fig. 3 shows 
the error e vs the dimension k for the method using the random 
projection (e_rp), and error values for non-regularized solution 
(e_nr), for the system С with g=0.3.  

We see that for the output transformation method using 
random projections the dependence of e on k has a minimum at 

k<n. With the increasing noise level, position of the minimum shifts to smaller values of k, and the error at the 
minimum increases. The minimum values of the error for the method using random projections is less than the values of 
error for nonregularized solution. For the method based on the truncated singular value decomposition, the dependence 
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Fig. 2. The series of singular values of A and C. 
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of transformation error on of the number of components k of the singular value decomposition is shown in Fig. 4 for the 
system С with g=0.3. 
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The dependence of the error e on the dimension k, for the system С with g=0.3 

Fig. 3. using the random projection method Fig. 4. using singular value decomposition 
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Fig. 5. using the random projection method Fig. 6. using singular value decomposition 
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Fig. 5-8 for the three noise levels shows the dependence of e on k for the method using random projection and the 
method based on singular value decomposition for different values of parameter g of the system C. In Fig. 5,6 g = 0.2; 
in Fig. 7,8 g = 0.1. Analysis of the dependencies in the figures shows that with increasing difference between the basis 
functions of the original system A and the system С the errors values at the minimum grow.  

 

6 Conclusion 
 
In this paper we propose an approach to a stable solution of the output transformation problem based on the use of 
random projections, and on the singular value decomposition, which has a simple neural network implementation. The 
method of transformation of the output vector using random projections at k<n ensures less computation time than the 
method based on the truncated singular value decomposition, since after projecting the singular values decomposition is 
carried out for the resulting matrix (k×n), where k is a small fraction of n of the original matrix A∈ℜm×n.  

The method of output transformation based on the singular value decomposition shows the error values at the 
minimum lower than the method using random projections. Application of the method using random projections is 
preferable for the cases where the speed requirements are high and the accuracy provided is sufficient. 
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Abstract.     The problem of construction and analytical investigation of criterion of nonlinear discriminant functions 
quality under conditions of unequal covariance matrixes is formulated. The existence of optimum set of features 
is proved. Conditions of reduction (simplification) of discriminant function which is optimal by structure of features 
are  revealed. It is obtained that this conditions depend on volumes samples and parameters of general sets, 
i.e. on mathematical expectations and covariance matrices of features for two classes.  
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1 Introduction  
 
The problem of construction of a discriminant function under conditions of structural uncertainty in terms of quantity 
and structure of features is one of objects of researches in a Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) [1, 2]. As it is 
known, in GMDH the comparison of quality of models is based on partition of the initial data sample on learning and 
checking parts: on the learning sample the coefficients of model are estimated, and on checking the quality of model 
is estimated. This way is popular in applied tasks of the discriminant analysis. Existence of optimum set of features 
in this way is repeatedly confirmed with a method of statistical tests, but its analytical substantiation is received only 
in GMDH for a class of linear discriminant functions [1, 2].  

However, in tasks of statistical classification the assumption of the linear discriminant analysis of equality 
covariance matrixes of two classes of observations frequently is not carried out. For example, in technical diagnostics 
usually consider two classes of states which essentially differ from each other. This distinction is shown not only 
in an inequality of population means of features, but also in an inequality covariance matrixes of classes, i.e. 
in distinction of dispersions of features and statistical connections between features in classes.  

Because construction and analytical investigation of criterion of nonlinear discriminant functions quality under 
conditions of unequal covariance matrixes is actual task.  
 

2 Statement of the Problem  
 
Suppose that  

 ] ,  , , [  21 kknkkk xxxX …=  (1) 

is a sample of kn  independent observations of m -dimensional random vector kη  with a m - dimensional normal 
distribution with unknown mathematical expectation kχ  and unknown non-singular symmetric covariance matrix XΣ :  

 ),(~ Xkmk N Σχη , (2) 

where k  is number I  or II  of general set IP , IIP , and III χχ ≠ .  

Group Method of Data Handling, criterion of nonlinear 
discriminant functions quality, optimal set of features.  
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By the assumption (2) for the observations (1) it is carried out  
 kkikki niIIIk ,...,2,1,,, ==+= ξχX , (3) 

where ),(~ Xmmki N Σ0ξ  are independent random vectors distributed according to m-dimensional normal law with 
zero mathematical expectation and unknown covariance matrix XΣ :  

 ;,;,...,2,1;}{;}{ T IIIkniEE kXkikimki ==== Σξξ0ξ  (4) 

 ;;,...,2,1,;}{ 2121)(
T

21
iiniiE kmmkiki ≠== ×Oξξ  (5) 

 kmmIIiIi niiE ,...,2,1,;}{ 21)(
T

21
== ×Oξξ , (6) 

where m0  is an m -dimensional zero column vector and )( mm×O  is an mm×  zero matrix, }{⋅E  is a symbol 
of mathematical expectation.  

Suppose that the a priori probabilities of appearance of a new observations in the general set IP  and IIP  are 
known and equal respectively to Iπ  and IIπ , with 1=+ III ππ . Suppose that costs of erroneous classification has been 
introduced: )/( IIIc  denotes the cost of erroneous classification of an observation of set IIP  as an observation in IP , 
while )/( IIIc  denotes the cost of erroneous classification of an observation of set IP  as an observation in IIP . 
A orrect classification is not estimated.  

The linear discriminant function minimizing, under specified assumptions, the expected expenditures due to 
erroneous classification has the form  

 0
TT ln)(5,0)( сR III −+−= δχχδxx , (7) 

where parameter 0с  is determined by costs of erroneous classifications and a prior probabilities of appear observations  

 1
0 ))/(()/( −ππ= III IIIcIIIcс , (8) 

and coefficients of discriminant function δ  is determined by parameters of general sets  
 )( III

1 χχΣδ −= −
X . (9) 

Decision rule has form: if 0)( * ≥xR  is satisfied, then IP∈*x  is valid, and if 0)( * <xR , then IIP∈*x .  
The obtaining of estimates from sample observations (1)–(3) of the coefficient δ  in the discriminant function (7) 

with statistical analysis is a problem of discriminant analysis in the narrow sense.  
Fisher’s estimates of δ  is  

 ),( II
~

I
~1^

xxSd −= −  (10) 

where s-dimensional column vectors I
~
x  and II

~
x  are estimates of the mathematical expectation Iχ  и IIχ :  

 ;)(,)(
III

1
II

1
IIII

~

1
I

1
II

~
∑∑
=

−

=

− ==
n

i
i

n

i
i nn XxXx  (11)  

the mm×  matrix S  is an unbiased estimate of the covariance matrix Σ :  

 ],[)2( T
IIII

T
II

1
III xxxxS +−+= −nn  (12) 

where Inm×  and IInm×  matrix Ix and IIx  consist of variances observations (1) from estimates I
~
x  and II

~
x :  

 ],...,,[ I
~

nI,I
~

I,2I
~

I,1I I
xXxXxXx −−−= , (13) 

 ],...,,[ II
~

nII,II
~

II,2II
~

II,1II II
xXxXxXx −−−= . (14) 

Fisher’s estimate (10) is a solution of the maximum determination problem of functional )(dΦ :  

 
ddSd

dxxxxdd max))(()( T

T
II

~
I

~
II

~
I

~T
→

−−
=Φ , (15) 

with a restriction  

 .1)(
T

T
II

~
I

~

=
−

dSd
dxx  (16) 
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The value of the functional (15) under optimal value )( II
~

I
~1^

xxSd −= −   

 )()( II
~

I
~1T

II
~

I
~2 xxSxx −−= −D  (17) 

is sample estimate of the Mahalanobis distance  

 )()(τ III
1T

III
2 χχΣχχ −−= −
X . (18) 

For mathematical expectation 2D  it is carried out  

 ,
1

}{ 122 −+τ
−−

= cm
mr
rDE X  (19) 

where 2III −+= nnr ; )( 1
II

1
I

1 −−− += nnc .  
If we don’t know in advance just which components in the set X should be included in the discriminant function, 

we speak of the problem of discriminant analysis in the wide sense. It is known that estimate for Mahalanobis distance 
(18) cannot be used for solving the problem of discriminant analysis, stated in a wide sense, since this estimate 
increases on addition of new components to discriminant function (into decision rule). In this case setting of “threshold” 
for the value of increment of estimate of the Mahalanobis distance (18) on addition of a new component into the 
discriminant function is prevailing method. However such setting inserts subjectivity into the obtained solution.  
 

3 Criterion of Discrimination Function Quality under Conditions Unequal 
Covariance Matrix with Dividing Observations in to Learning and Checking 
Samples  
 
Let’s the task of discriminant analysis with unequal covariance matrix is stated in the broad sense. The statement this 
task coincide with statement task of the linear discriminant analysis (1)–(19) under conditions of structural uncertainty 
in terms of quantity and structure of features but instead common covariance matrix XΣ  we have two different 
matrices )(IXΣ  and )(IIXΣ . Decision rule in this task has form [3]:  

 −−−= − ))()(())((
2
1)(

~*1T~** IIIh xxSxxx +−− − ))()(())((
2
1 ~*1T~* IIIIII xxSxx   

 
)()/(
)()/(ln

))(det(
))(det(ln

2
1

IIIIIc
IIIIc

II
I

π
π

−







+

S
S , (20) 

if 0)( * <xh  is satisfied, then IP∈*x  is valid,  

if 0)( * >xR  is satisfied, then IIP∈*x  is valid.  

In (20) *x  is analyzed observations; vectors )(
~

Ix  and )(
~

IIx  are estimations (11) of mathematical expectation 
)(Iχ  and )(IIχ ; matrices )(IS  and )(IIS  are covariance matrices )(IXΣ  and )(IIXΣ :  

 )]()([)1)(()( T1 IIInI xxS −−= ,    )]()([)1)(()( T1 IIIIIInII xxS −−= , (21) 

where )(Ix  and )(IIx  are )(Inm× - and )(IInm× -matrices calculated by (13)–(14).  
Besides comparison scheme the solution of this task requires to choose the set features generation method. Suppose 

that as such method is chosen the complete sorting-out of all possible combinations of features. Suppose that at the s -th 
step ),...,2,1( mss =  of complete sorting-out of all possible sets of features only s  components from the set X  
(which constitute the current set V  being analyzed) can be included in the discriminant function. 

In the following are supposed IV  a )(Ins×  matrix of observations in set )(IP , IIV  a )(IIns×  matrix 
of observations in set )(IIP , )(Iν  a s -dimensional column vector of the mathematical expectations of the 
observations in )(IP , )(IIν  a s -dimensional column vector of the mathematical expectations of the observations 
in )(IIP , ),( VIS  a covariance ss×  matrix of the observations in )(IP  and ),( VIIS  a covariance ss×  matrix of the 
observations in )(IIP .  

Let realize scheme of calculation of classification numbers with partition of the initial data sample on learning and 
checking subsamples. Let use the estimates of mathematical expectation and covariance matrices which are obtain on 
learning subsamples A  for calculation of classification numbers in space of features V  for observations from checking 
subsamples B of first and second classes by (20):  
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where ),,(
_

VkBh  is average of this classification numbers (22) for first and second classes  

 IIIkVkBhknXkBh
kn

i
iB

B
,),,,()(),,(

)(

1

1
_

== ∑
=

− . (24) 

In accordance with principles of modeling GMDH, to prove the adequacy of a criterion it is necessary:  
1) To calculate mathematical expectation of researched criterion for given model structure;  
2) To research behavior of the mathematical expectation of this criterion depending on structure of models;  
3) To prove existence of model of optimum complexity;  
4) To obtain of the reduction (simplification) condition for the optimum complexity model.  

In paper dependence of a mathematical expectation of criterion of discriminant function quality (23) from structure 
of set of features V  is investigated. It is shown, that as against a linear case in the given nonlinear case features 
at which a dispersion strongly enough differ in the first and second classes, should be included in discriminant function 
even if they do not differ on a mathematical expectation and are statistically independent.  
 
 

4 Conclusion  
 
The problem of construction and analytical investigation of criterion of nonlinear discriminant functions quality under 
conditions of unequal covariance matrixes is formulated. Such criterion is constructed. The existence of optimum set 
of features is proved. Conditions of existence of optimum set of the features which depend on parameters of general sets 
and volumes samples are received. Laws of simplification of optimum discriminant function are revealed at reduction of 
volumes of samples and at increase in dispersions of features. It is shown, that in conditions of structural uncertainty 
and absence of aprioristic estimations of covariance matrixes of attributes application of this way allows to solve a task 
of search of discriminant function of optimum complexity.  
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Abstract. Dependence of the development level of countries on macroeconomic indices is analysed. United Nations 
data about human development for 2011 are used. Countries are divided into groups according to United Nations 
methodology. The factors influencing on the development level for every group were chosen and analysed. 
Combinatorial GMDH algorithm was used to build models describing dependence of human development index on 
macroeconomic factors.  
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1 Introduction 
 
UN regularly produces research in the field of current economic state of different countries. United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP) functions in Ukraine nowadays. UNDP is the UN's global development network, 
advocating for change and connecting countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help people build a better 
life [1]. 

UN specialists annually prepare reports about current development of the countries, where all countries are ranked 
by human potential development index [2].  

The goal of this work is to analyze what factors affect human development level of the countries by building 
dependencies with the group method of data handling (GMDH) and to analyze received result from the point of view of 
economic situation. Such models may be used by specialists for current economic situation analysis of the country in 
order to find possibilities for improvement of level of country development, particularly Ukraine. Data for 2011 were 
used for analysis.  

Besides, it was shown how GMDH can be used for revealing of dependencies in social and economic data and 
their analysis. Models are developed by Combinatorial GMDH algorithm [3, 4]. Combinatorial GMDH algorithm is a 
method of structural-parametric identification when structure and model parameters are selected in the process of model 
building unlike regression analysis that uses a fixed model structure. Inductive GMDH algorithms give possibility to 
find automatically interrelations in data, to select optimal structure of model.  

Models for forecasting of human potential index for Ukraine were developed in the works [5,6]. This forecast 
enables to see the change of index in the future and can be used for the analysis by specialists. GMDH is the method 
which enables building of long-term forecast. The models built by this method using external bias criterion are more 
noiseimmunity than ones built by other methods.  

The task of the present work is to find out what factors are the most influential for human development in countries 
with different development levels. Is income the main factor for human well being? There are assumptions that people 
in highly developed countries benefit from reliable social system and comprehensive public health system. Their human 
development potential lies in the field of nonincome stimulus. While population of developing countries suffers from 
poverty and often have no resources to satisfy their elementary needs. So the income factor is the most important for 
them for achieving minimum standards of living. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to verify such assumptions as 
well.  

Inductive modelling, human development index,  
Macroeconomic data, GMDH criteria 
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2 Human development index as factor of development level of countries 
 
Human development can be defined as enabling people to develop their full potential and lead productive, creative lives 
in accordance with their needs and interests. However, it took a long time before mankind accepted the rather simple 
truth that the goal of development is to enhance everyone’s abilities and freedoms. Over time there has been a better 
understanding of the social consequences of economic development, of the increasing inequality between rich and poor 
countries that accompanied globalization and above all an acknowledgement by governments and the public at large 
that not only is human development achievable, but that it has practical meaning for social and economic progress and 
the overall prosperity of nations and states. Therefore, the dynamics of human development analysis have become an 
issue of research for such leading world organizations as the United Nations (UN), World Bank and other international 
organizations. 

The Human Development Report is an independent publication commissioned by the United Nations Development 
Programme. Its editorial autonomy is guaranteed by a special resolution of the General Assembly which recognizes the 
Human Development Report as “an independent intellectual exercise” and “an important tool for raising awareness 
about human development around the world" [1].  

Twenty years ago, the Human Development Index (HDI) was proposed as an alternative to conventional 
assessments of development based on measures of per capita income. It complements income with health and education 
indicators. Human Development Index classifications are relative – based on quartiles of HDI distribution across 
countries and denoted very high, high, medium and low HDI. Because there are 187 countries, the four groups do not 
have the same number of countries: the very high, high and medium HDI groups have 47 countries each, and the low 
HDI group has 46 countries.  

The components of HDI are life expectancy at birth, mean years of schooling, expected years of schooling, gross 
national income (GNI) per capita, GNI per capita rank minus HDI rank, and nonincome HDI value.  

Table 1 presents a fragment of data sample describing Human Development Index and its components for the 
group of countries with very high human development in 2011. 

 

Table 1.  Fragment of input data sample for the countries with very high human development in 2011 

№ Country X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 Y1 

1 Norway 81.1 12.6 17.3 47 557 6 0.975 0.943 
2 Australia 81.9 12.0 18.0 34 431 16 0.979 0.929 
3 Netherlands 80.7 11.6 16.8 36 402 9 0.944 0.910 
4 United States 78.5 12.4 16.0 43 017 6 0.931 0.910 
5 New Zealand 80.7 12.5 18.0 23 737 30 0.978 0.908 
6 Canada 81.0 12.1 16.0 35 166 10 0.944 0.908 
7 Ireland 80.6 11.6 18.0 29 322 19 0.959 0.908 
8 Liechtenstein 79.6 10.3 14.7 83 717 -6 0.877 0.905 
9 Germany 80.4 12.2 15.9 34 854 8 0.940 0.905 

10 Sweden 81.4 11.7 15.7 35 837 4 0.936 0.904 
11 Switzerland 82.3 11.0 15.6 39 924 0 0.926 0.903 
12 Japan 83.4 11.6 15.1 32 295 11 0.940 0.901 
13 Hong Kong, China (SAR) 82.8 10.0 15.7 44 805 -4 0.910 0.898 
14 Iceland 81.8 10.4 18.0 29 354 11 0.943 0.898 
15 Korea (Republic of) 80.6 11.6 16.9 28 230 12 0.945 0.897 
16 Denmark 78.8 11.4 16.9 34 347 3 0.926 0.895 
17 Israel 81.6 11.9 15.5 25 849 14 0.939 0.888 
18 Belgium 80.0 10.9 16.1 33 357 2 0.914 0.886 
19 Austria 80.9 10.8 15.3 35 719 -4 0.908 0.885 
20 France 81.5 10.6 16.1 30 462 4 0.919 0.884 

 

X1 - expected years of schooling (years);  

X2 - mean years of schooling (years);  
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X3 - expected years of schooling (years);  

X4 - gross National Income (GNI) per capita (Constant 2005 PPP$);  

X4 - GNI per capita rank minus HDI rank;  

X6 - nonincome HDI;  

Y1 -Human Development Index (HDI). 

Thus, samples for the all four groups of countries are obtained.  

The values of all these components should be scaled to build an adequate model of dependences of HDI on 
macroeconomic indices. For this purpose each factor’s data are divided by its maximum value. 

 

2. Dependences of HDI construction by Macroeconomic Data  
 
Combinatorial GMDH algorithm was chosen for description of dependences of HDI on its components. It is a method 
of automatic model building based on data observation [3, 4]. This method is grounded on the principles of induction, 
which is the transition from specific to general. Unlike regression analysis that uses a fixed model structure, 
combinatorial GMDH algorithm is a method of structural-parametric identification.  

For every group of countries models describing dependency of HDI on other factors were built by GMDH 
algorithm. 

Therefore, for the HDI 1, which characterizes a group of countries with very high level of development, the 
following model was developed.  

Y1  = 0,0345 -0,0035 X3  + 0,0815 X4 -0,0312 X5  +  0,9087 X6 

Value of criteria: AR = 0.68649E-04;  BS  = 0,6439E-05,  

when AR is regularity external criterion, BS is bias external criterion [4]. 

Dependence of real and modelled HDI values on macroeconomic data for a group of countries with very high level 
of development is shown in the Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Real HDI 1 and Modeled HDI 1. 

 
Similar model was built for the second group of countries with high development level: 

Y2 = -0,0469 + 0,6998 X1+0,2242 X2 + 0,1331 X3 +  0,0242 X6  

Value of criteria: AR = 0.000059416;  BS  = 0.14473335E-04.  
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Fig. 2 shows obtained dependence of real and modeled values for 47 countries from the group with high 
development level.  
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Real HDI 2 and Modeled HDI 2. 

 

The following model was developed for the third group of countries with middle development level  

Y3  =  -0,0869+0,3343 X1 + 0,4312 X2 + 0,2175 X3 + 0,1237 X4 + 0,0632 X5 + 0,0319 X6, 

Value of criteria:  AR = 0.000090547;  BS  = 0.54881759E-04. 

Fig. 3 shows dependence of real and modeled values for 47 countries from the group with middle development 
level. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Real HDI 3 and Modeled HDI 3. 
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Countries with low development level are included in the fourth group. The following model is developed for 
them: 

Y4 (HDI) =  -0,2688 + 0,7612 X2 +  0,3747 X3 + 0,2689 X4, 

Value of criteria:   AR = 0.000189805;  BS  = 0.15863653E-03, 

Dependence of real and modeled HDI values for the 47 countries from the fourth group is shown on the Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Real HDI 4 and Modeled HDI 4. 

 

As we can see from Fig. 1 – 4, models built with GMDH algorithm describe HDIs’ dependences on their 
components very preciously in groups of countries with very high and high levels of development. To build an efficient 
model for the countries with medium and low level of development we should extend our sample. It is calculated just 
with health and education – and thus without the income component. In other words, the value-added part of HDI is 
precisely in its non-income components.   

Since factors influencing HDI were analyzed, data sample was extended with new factors which may affect 
development level of countries from these groups.  

X7 – share of multidimensional poor with deprivations in environmental services: clean water; 

X8 – share of multidimensional poor with deprivations in environmental services: improved sanitation; 

X9 – share of multidimensional poor with deprivations in environmental services: modern fuels; 

X10 – ecological footprint (hectares per capita); 

X11 – greenhouse gas emissions per capita; 

X12 – urban pollution. 

X13 – satisfaction with air quality (% satisfied); 

X14 – satisfaction with water quality (% satisfied); 

X15 – urban (% of total). 

It should be noticed that data presented in UN report contain quite a lot of gaps, so only those countries with full 
data were chosen.  

Thus, the following model of HDI was obtained for 24 countries with medium level of development: 
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Y3
*  = -0.0549068448 +  1.0618599838 X1 + 0.0589730439 X3 - 0.0990170494 X5 +   0.0244568943 X6 +  

+ 0.0291727968 X8 - 0.0275110610 X9 - 0.0105426095 X11 - 0.0180312648  X12, 

Value of criteria:  AR = 0,00009;  BS  = 0,5488E-04. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Real HDI 3 and Modeled HDI 3 Based on Extended Data Sample 

 

The following model of HDI was obtained for 27 countries with low level of development 

Y4*  =  -0,2127 + 0,7266 X2+ 0,4023 X3+ 0,2245 X4 –  0,0187 X5 – 0,013 X11 –0,0259 + 

+ 0,0167 X14 + 0,0081 X15 

Value of criteria:  AR = 0,0002;  BS  = 0,9425. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Real HDI 4 and Modeled HDI 4 Based on Extended Data Sample 
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3. Obtained Dependences Analysis for Groups of Countries with Different 
Levels of Development 
 
As we can see nonincome HDI is the most influential factor for the first group of states. So population of countries with 
very high development level seeks for potential in further achievements predominantly not in the material well-being. 
They are more interested in such nonincome components of HDI as healthy and education. Problems of healthy style of 
life, relationships, civil liability are the most important for them. They consider economic challenges rather from the 
point of view of possible threats of illegal migration, negative influence of global economic and political processes, 
interferences of international organizations into the internal affairs of their countries.  

Rather high level of income allows people from the second group to enjoy their well-being. From the other side, 
inequality in access to medical and educational services, gap between rural and urban population often prevent them 
from living long. As high value of factor of life expectancy at birth for HDI 2 shows, that the same factors negatively 
influence on the human development level and life span as well.  

Refined model of HDI 3 reveals even stronger dependence of their human development level on life expectancy at 
birth than for the countries from the second group. Taking into consideration low level of income, challenges faced by 
people from the third group become more menacing. Also the combination of high infant mortality and deaths in young 
adulthood from accidents, wars, and childbirth, may lower the overall life expectancy in this group.  

Mean years of schooling is the most important factor for human development in the fourth group. Refined model 
emphases on importance of factors connected with schooling. Education is a powerful asset in overcoming poverty. 
Adult literacy is still unachieved goal for a lot of people in the poorest countries. Going to school means to provision a 
child with minimum standards of living.  

Therefore, from the stated above it can be concluded that for countries from all four groups income is not the most 
influential factor for human development. The GNI per capita turned out not to be the decisive factor for any group of 
countries even with low and middle level of development. Obtained dependences show, that healthy and education are 
the most necessary assets for human development potential for people from all over the world. Therefore the human 
development includes not only economic development, but also the basic capabilities for living a long and healthy life, 
being educated, having a decent standard of living, enjoying political and civil freedoms to participate in the life of 
one’s community, especially the enforcement of human rights, while also seeking to preserve a healthy environment. 

 
Summary 
 
Macroeconomic data were analysed in the article. Use of GMDHA gave possibility to build an adequate model of 
dependences of HDIs on their components according to the levels of human development in the four groups of 
countries. The most influential factors were revealed for each group. Nonincome part of HDI turned out to be the most 
important for human development in the whole world.  
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 Abstract.     The availability of so-called internal convergence of some iterative GMDH algorithms is verified in this 
paper using computational experiments. 
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Iterative algorithms 
 

In the classical multilayered iterative algorithm MIA GMDH [1] each partial model ),( ji xxf  is formed as a 

combination of input variables ix , jx , mji ,...,2,1, = , in initial layer and combination of model outputs obtained in the 
previous layer, starting from the second. Typically linear, bilinear or quadratic polynomials of a pair of arguments may 
be used as the partial descriptions:  
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Coefficients 0a , 1a ,…, 5a  are estimated in the training data set by the least squares method. The best F models 
with respect to the value of an external selection criterion are involved in the formation of model variants in a next 
layer. The process is finished in the layer, after which the criterion minimum begins to grow. In this case there is a 
possibility of essential arguments loss in the selection process because those lost after the first layer fall out from the 
subsequent selection process. 

In [2] we proposed the following types of hybrid algorithms: 
1. Combined Iterative Algorithm (CIA) – the algorithm with equal usage of both intermediate and initial 

arguments: 
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2. Combined Iterative Combinatorial Algorithm (CICA) – algorithm with combinatorial optimization of 
partial descriptions complexity and adding the initial arguments in each layer to avoid loosing the relevant ones 
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Combinatorial optimization consists in that on each layer we consider the model, for example – linear: 
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where 3,2,1, =kdk  are elements of the binary structural vector  d  that takes on a value 1 or 0 (inclusion or non-
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Internal convergence of iterative algorithms 
 

An iterative algorithm holds an internal convergence if as a result of iteration process with the selection criterion 
CR=RSS, where RSS is the residual sum of squares on the entire sample W (without partition), the estimation of optimal 
model parameters are converging to LSM estimates of the true structure model parameters.  

The sample splitting to the training and testing sub-samples is not used in this case (m=10, n=50). It is studying 
internal convergence of the three iterative GMDH algorithms: classical MIA, combined CIA, and generalized CICA. 

The true model is the following linear function of ten arguments: 

10987654321 8,15,23427523 xxxxxxxxxxy +−+−+−+−+−=


.         (5) 

Fig. 2 and Table 1 shows the change of RSS values as dependent on the layer number r of these algorithms with    
F = 20. 

 
Table 1 RSS value in the layer for the three iterative algorithms 

Layer, r RSS for CІА RSS for CICA RSS for MIA 

1 416,15 416,15 416,15 

2 194,25 121,75 346,52 

3 44,02 9,20 309,34 

4 5,10 0,98 238,12 

5 1,47 0,53 201,7 

6 0,70 0,27 144,78 

7 0,65 0,11 113,12 

8 0,59 0,003 113,06 

9 0,36 0,0011 – 

10 0,21 0,0010 – 

11 0,13 0,0010 – 

12 0,007 – – 

13 0,0069 – – 

14 0,0068 – – 

15 0,0066 – – 

16 0,0064 – – 
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Fig. 1 Change of RSS values for the three iterative GMDH algorithms, F = 20 (logarithmic scale) 

The constructed models are of form: 

109876

54321CIA

003,1808,1514,2994,2997,3
988,1004,7015,1999,4978,1913,2

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
+−+−+−=         (6) 

109876

54321CICA

003,1801,1500,2999,2000,4
998,1004,7002,1999,4999,1001,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
+−+−+−=    (7) 

1098

65432MIA

437,0643,2278,1
726,4812,0266,5535,0334,5387,22

xxx
xxxxxy

+−+
+++−+−=           (8) 

 
The first and second equations (6), (7) generally confirm the internal convergence of the two iterative algorithms 

as values of the estimated parameters are close to the true ones, see (5). The fig.1 shows that the generalized algorithm 
reaches its minimum on the 9th layer and the combined one on the 12th, so the convergence rate of CICA is much 
higher than CIA. The accuracy of the obtained models also differs in favor of the generalized algorithm: for CICA 
RSS=0.001, for CІА RSS=0.006. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the idea of partial models optimization. In the 
classical multilayered algorithm MIA the convergence is observed only by criterion but there is no internal convergence 
with respect to the structure and parameters in view of the loss of true arguments х1 and х7, see (8). 

Table 2 shows the change in the best models structure and parameters for CICA. One can see that true structure 
was found at 4 layer, after which there was only changing the values of the parameters being estimated. 

 
Table 2 RSS value in the best models structure and parameters for CICA 

Ряд, r RSS for CICA Model 

1 416,15 42 581,6521,5806,15 xxy ++−=  
2 121,75 9642 988,1604,5286,5434,4220,7 xxxxy −+++−=  

3 9,20 
1098

76542

905,0647,2177,2
412,3467,4073,1700,5782,4084,7

xxх
xxxxxy

+−+
+−+−++=

 

4 0,98 
109876

54321

962,0801,1492,2968,2016,4
008,2054,7019,1028,5953,1245,2

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
+−+−+−=

 

5 0,53 
109876

54321

964,0801,1505,2968,2016,4
989,1986,6021,1987,4982,1121,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
+−+−+−=

 

6 0,27 
109876

54321

965,0801,1505,2995,2004,4
995,1986,6015,1987,4982,1121,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
+−+−+−=
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7 0,11 
109876

54321

988,0801,1501,2997,2001,4
998,1005,7003,1997,4989,1011,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
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8 0,003 
109876

54321
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998,1005,7003,1999,4999,1001,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
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109876
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xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
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10 0,0010 
109876

54321

003,1801,1500,2999,2000,4
998,1004,7002,1999,4999,1001,3

xxxxx
xxxxxy

+−+−+
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11 0,0010 
109876

54321

003,1801,1500,2999,2000,4
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+−+−+
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To confirm this results, 10 redundant arguments was added to the data sample, hence m = 20, and true linear 

model corresponds to the same formula (5). When doing so, only Combined Iterative Combinatorial algorithm was 
used. The following models were obtained using LSM (regression analysis) and CICA: 

2019181716

15141312

1110987

654321

00001,0000002,0000001,00000003,000001,0
0000001,00000003,000001,0000002,0

000001,0000,18,1498,23
999,32999,6998,423
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xxxx
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xxxxxxyREGR

+++−+
+++−+
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    (9) 

 

191310987

654321

000003,000001,0003,1801,1501,2999,2

000,4998,1004,7002,1999,4999,1001,3

xxxxxx

xxxxxxyCICA

+−+−+−

−+−+−+−=   (10) 

The model (9) built by LSM includes all 20 arguments, both true and redundant, though with very small 
coefficients, and RSS = 0.0001 for it.  

The model (10) confirms the CICA algorithm effectiveness even with 10 redundant (uninformative) arguments. 
This model includes redundant arguments x13 and x19 but with very small values of estimated parameters. 

This means that the iterative algorithm CICA GMDH can be used not only for structural and parametric 
identification but also as an iterative procedure of parameter estimation of models by minimizing RSS. 
 
Conclusion 
 

The results obtained above illustrate, first, that the developed architecture of the Combined Iterative 
Combinatorial GMDH algorithm allows investigating various versions of iterative algorithms, and, second, this 
algorithm demonstrates highest performance in testing problems. 

The complex technique of analyzing the efficiency of iterative GMDH algorithms using computational 
experiments allows a comparative study of various iterative algorithms effectiveness. 

The comparison of the hybrid CICA GMDH algorithm with other iterative GMDH algorithms has been made 
based on study of the internal convergence process.  Executed experiments showed the best performance of the CICA 
algorithm. 
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Abstract.  The paper considers possibility of combinatorial GMDH algorithm computational speedup by means of 
programs paralleling for computing on graphics processing units. The scheme of algorithm with successive 
complication of structures providing the uniform loading on all multiprocessors of graphic card is proposed. 

Keywords 
 

 
 

1 Introduction 
 
A problem of modeling by experimental data consists in dependence construction between input and output variables of 
an object or process being modeling. In case of combinatorial algorithms use the stage of parameters estimation requires 
high-powered computational resources, because of exponential dependence of computational complexity on arguments 
amount. That is why available computer resources have to be applied completely. In this case it is advisable to use: 

− the high-speed methods of parameters estimation based on the recurrent algorithms for solving of linear 
equations systems [1]; 

− paralleling of computing using multiprocessing cluster systems [2]. 

In the paper we will consider the possibility of using GPU-based parallel computing for solving combinatorial 
modelling problems 

 
 

2 GPU-based parallel computing 
 

Computations on graphics processing units (GPU) are enjoying wide popularity lately. It is related to that 
computational capabilities of GPU have been racing up. State-of-the-art graphics processors possess the enormous 
productivity that substantially exceeds productivity of central processing units (CPU). Their availability to be used for 
solving computational problems is being more and more catching in this connection. For an example comparisons 
between computer systems performance using Intel processors and video cards of ATI [3] are showed on figures 1 and 
2. 

The reason for better performance of systems on the bases of GPU is that GPU is specialized for compute-intensive, 
highly parallel computation. Combinatorial algorithms are known to be well-parallelized and therefore can be 
effectively executed on GPU. 

Inductive modelling, combinatorial GMDH algorithm, 
parallel computing, GPU  
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Fig.1. Floating-point operations per second for the CPU and GPU 

 

  
Fig.2. Memory bandwidth for the CPU and GPU 

 

 

3 Paralleling of GMDH combinatorial algorithm for GPU 
 
We will consider the scheme of algorithm with successive complication of structures of binary numbers generator [4].                                   
The scheme of algorithm paralleling for determination of the initial state of binary structural vector by position for 
every multiprocessor is proposed later. It provides the even loading on all multiprocessors of GPU. Paralleling of other 
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parts for GMDH combinatorial algorithm using GPU, as well as using cluster systems [2] presents no substantial 
difficulties. 

 

3.1 Paralleling of algorithm for determination of the initial state of binary structural vector by 
position 
 
Lets we have m arguments and к multiprocessors within GPU. We will write down the sequence of operations for the 
models of complication mii ,1, = : 

1. Calculation of amount of combinations – 1−i
mC . 

2. Determination of the initial state of binary vector d for every multiprocessor kjj ,1, =  as a decimal  number                      

1)1(
1

+−










 −
j

k
Ci

m . 

3. Conversion from the decimal number to appropriate binary number for every processor: 

position = 1)1(
1

+−










 −
j

k
Ci

m ;  

u=i-1, d=m-1, u
dCC = ; 

Cycle on  mll ,1, =  

         if position<=C then b[l]=1, u= u -1, d= d -1, u
dCC = ; 

else b[i]=0,  position = position – С,  u= u -1, u
dCC = . 

 

 

4 Conclusion 
 

The principle possibility for the use of graphics processing units for solving combinatorial modelling problems is 
shown. Scheme of operations paralleling using GPU in a combinatorial algorithm on principle of binary counter is 
proposed. The scheme provides the uniform loading on all multiprocessors of GPU. Further investigations will be 
devoted to comparative testing of combinatorial algorithm paralleling using GPU and cluster systems. 
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Abstract. The proposed solution to the development of computer-based intelligent tools is intended 
for the empirical modeling of species’ behavior and qualitative reasoning with imprecise information 
about this behavior. 

Cultivation of forests and plant species by utilizing processed wastewater and sludge from the Waste 
Water Treatment Plants is effective method to reduce the release of harmful substances and provide 
favorable conditions for the development of agricultural sector under the shortage of water resources. 
For this purpose, the experiments have been carrying out to investigate the ability of species to absorb 
chemical elements under increased concentrations in wastewater, as well as other characteristics and 
features of species’ behavior in biological, chemical and physical aspects.  

The behavior is a result of complex cause-effect dynamical interactions in ecological networks 
with unknown mathematical models of underlying functional relationships. There are two important 
features inherent in the investigation of cultivating species by processed wastewater: empirical 
modeling of species’ behavior and qualitative reasoning with imprecise information.  

The worldwide increasing volume of the Waste Water Treatment Plants (WWTP) disposal is a 
significant factor of environmental contamination. This problem can be solved by the implementation 
of new technologies reducing water consumption for the industrial and household purposes, and thus, 
WWTP disposal volume, as well as by wastewater cleaning technologies in order to minimize 
environmental impact of harmful substances containing in disposed wastewater.  

The problem is, however, still far to be solved completely. For example, treatment technologies 
and control techniques used for WWTP do not enable quality parameters of effluent wastewater to 
hold reliably within required limits, which, in turn, leads to the environmental contamination.  

Therefore, an alternative approach to solve this problem is the effective reuse of processed 
wastewater, even with increased level of toxic ingredients. Cultivation of trees and other species by 
utilizing the processed wastewater and sludge from the WWTPs achieves the double-goal: first, it 
prevents the release of environmentally harmful substances, and second, provides favorable conditions 
for the development of agricultural sector under the shortage of water resources. 

Experiments with the utilization of processed wastewater in forest areas and for the afforestation 
purposes have shown that this method is cost effective and demonstrates good results in the properties 
of grown species. A series of experiments carried out in different countries in order to investigate the 
ability of species to absorb heavy metals under their increased concentrations in supplied wastewater, 
the influence of wastewater on the mortality rates and tree growth, mechanical, thermal and acoustic 
properties of trees, and others.  

Wide utilization of wastewater and sludge for agricultural purposes requires further investigation 
of the behavior of various species in biological, chemical, and physical aspects under different 
wastewater supply conditions. The problem involves many factors and parameters, such as the 
impacts of treatments on soil and flora, survival and mortality rates of species, their growth, 
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silvicultural issues (roots and crown development, competition), wood properties, assimilation 
behavior for different chemical elements, etc. 

The investigation problem of cultivating the species under wastewater supply has the following 
features:  

- experiments shall be conducted under a long-term program with the extension of number of 
investigated species in different areas; 

- behavior and properties of the species grown under wastewater supply conditions are the result of 
various cause-effect dynamical interactions in ecological networks, for which mathematical models of 
underlying processes are unknown; 

- criteria of a “good” solution, which would clearly identify all aspects of the problem, are ill-
defined, often contradictory, and cannot be formally stated; 

- search within some model for a “good” solution is being carried out in multidimensional solution 
space under uncertainty conditions. 

The investigation process of behavior of species, which is now being continued and involving new 
species and factors, includes two main phases: experimental analysis and experimental planning. The 
main goal of the experimental analysis is to determine the behavior’s stability of a species under 
different conditions, reveal the dominant factors that make an effect on its property, determine how 
good and reliable are the properties in order to utilize a species for agricultural purposes, compare the 
behaviors and properties among different species, etc.  

The experimental planning implies making the decisions about whether to continue the 
experiments for some species and what kind of experiments shall be executed to decrease an 
uncertainty degree of available knowledge, or to choose new species for further investigation. 

The investigation process is virtually an iterative sequence of empirical procedures intended for 
the identification and selection of species with stable behavior and properties “good” enough to utilize 
them for agricultural purposes under cultivation with processed wastewater. These procedures involve 
the analysis of the problem at different degrees of knowledge detalization and certainty. The 
investigator may have a detailed look at a single direct effect of a chemical substance on a species, or 
consider a chain of interactions by trying to generalize and find out a similarity or distinctiveness in 
the behavior between different species.  

Therefore, under uncertain multifactor conditions the search by using only conventional statistical 
methods becomes a trial-and-error procedure. Two main features of this process shall be emphasized: 
empirical estimation of complex nonlinear functional relationships between interacting objects in 
ecological network, and qualitative reasoning about such relationships to reveal stable characteristics 
of the objects and regularities of their behavior. 

More deep understanding of the behavior of species requires its investigation in different aspects 
and under different experimental plans, which at the same time substantially complicates the analysis 
of empirical results by using conventional statistical techniques. Important aspect of investigation is 
the analysis of how the concentrations in different species change and what would be the reaction of 
species when the concentrations in irrigated water increase up to the high toxic level.  

The proposed solution to the development of computer-based intelligent tools is intended for the 
empirical modeling of species’ behavior and qualitative reasoning with imprecise information about 
this behavior. The architecture includes the following components: a model that describes an 
ecological network under investigation; artificial neural network modules that model complex direct 
cause-effect interactions; a fuzzy inference system that provides the investigator with qualitative 
reasoning about these interactions within a framework of the model; and control system that, under the 
requests from the investigator, controls the operation of the above components. 
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